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She had been warned. More feral than a fox, he’ll suck you in
and spit you out like a guinep seed, hungry still for everything
you have.
Talented and driven Indigo Wade is entrenched in the rigors of her frenzied life. Hemmed in by disillusionment
with her engineering career, the expectations of a tyrannical
mother and bloodless matches with her lover, Reed she
yearns for a life of her own design. As she struggles through
her dark night of the soul, a rum-soaked voice from her
childhood pulls her back to her island home from which
she has long been disconnected to face the father whose
instincts capsize notions of kinship and trust. Old wounds
are ripe for picking and the charismatic, wily Capo Wade
unveils his own agenda for survival that could forever sever

their already frayed bonds. What begins as a reluctant trip
home precipitates a transformative journey of exploration,
discovery and affirmation. Balanced on the threshold of
two worlds, neither of which she fully belongs, Indigo is
both heiress and outsider to the battle-pitted legacy of
women who are more strangers than sisters and the wounded trajectory of their lives. Shepherded by the sage guidance
of her Aunt, Indigo must face questions that help her navigate her own truths. Who are we when stripped of easy
monikers: daughter; father, sister, friend. Can she steer her
father toward a place of redemption and at what cost? Will
she choose the familiarity of Reed or lose her inhibitions
with the beguiling, unconventional Elijah?
Set in New Orleans and Jamaica, Journey to the Land of
Look Behind illustrates what’s left amidst the wreckage of a
woman abandoned by a father who navigates relationships
like a chess grandmaster. From the intoxicating bacchanal
of New Orleans’ speakeasies to the grottoes of Port Antonio, hers is a journey discovery. Backed by a soundtrack
fraught with a slow simmering agony served with a sliver of
hope, Journey to the Land of Look Behind begs the question:
“Who are we in the deepest recesses of ourselves when unencumbered by history and expectations?”

CHAPTER I
Not this again. I put down the carving tool, walked into the
living room and checked the streets. Still nothing. Late – if
not a total no-show. Worse, tonight had not been my idea;
I’d gone for it although the more lucid version of me had
recoiled. How long are you putting up with this foolishness?
Annoyed, I put the stilettos back in their box and sauntered
back into the salon where the blocks of new blocks of walnut, my chisels and quarter bottle of Moscato were waiting.
I’d been mulling entering the couple figurines in an art project and maybe the Art Deco sculpting competition later in
the year. The maquettes had been finished for a while but
the shoulder of the female figure had been giving me trouble. I threw on my smock and went back to work.
Only the ghost of what we’d once been could have enticed me to say yes. There. I’d finally given the thought legs.
For weeks I’d been gearing up for the “Let’s Call it a Day”
speech but hesitated when time came to pull the trigger.
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Old habits and hopes die hard deaths. Even so, there’d been
ominous signs: that inside spirit who couldn’t be persuaded
to play ball that already knew the ending of our secondtime-around, sucked its teeth and finally left me to my own
devices. Absently, I rubbed my palms together and inhaled
the scent of the walnut dust on my fingertips. A kaleidoscope of moments past flitted beneath my eyelids as I chiseled: breakfast on Christmas mornings; the first months of
giddy anticipation; dinner at Antoine’s that night we’d
heard his Uncle Everton had been shot down outside a betting shop on a back-a-town street in Kingston. But what
were we at the end of things? Shards of memory held tautly
together by stubborn familiarity and what had passed for
love. Pack it in and stop being such a damned idiot.
Last Saturday evening I’d come home to find Reed waiting on the steps underneath my balcony. We hadn’t seen
each other for over a week, not since I’d returned from a
conference in San Antonio and avoided calling. For most of
the day I’d been gallery-hopping along Royal and Chartres
streets. Then later, enticed by the promise of new collections of Victorian antiques and objet d’arts, I’d wandered
over to Julia street and then onto Magazine until unrelenting rain scattered the last of the shoppers. It was February
and almost two weeks shy of Mardi Gras. The customary
beads and trinkets adorned much of the quarter but there
was an unshakeable air of melancholy. Floats for two
krewes wafted by, Rex and Bacchus, proffering tokens with
subdued merriment. Die-hard bargain hunters were always
on the prowl. Even so, this time in the French Quarter was
one of my favorites: I loved the wail of a jazz horn calling
out on the narrow cobbled streets, the clatter of doors as
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storekeepers opened shop and the smell of the rain intermingled with the aroma of spices, fresh croissants and pastries from the patisseries nearby.
“I wasn’t expecting to see you here.” I managed a tight
smile to take the bite out of it.
He leaned in and I tuned my cheek away.
Following me into the salon, Reed had brushed aside my
annoyance, excited his Jamaican soccer team had won their
last game against Metairie.
“You wasn’t going to call? I’ve been dying to see you lady bird. Got a little plan for us. Me and some friends are
gonna meet up and celebrate on that Jazz cruise on Steamboat Natchez next Friday night. Come with me?”
I made a face. “Stuck on a boat fighting with you in the
company of your idiot, rum-drinking friends?” That one
was easy. “No thanks.”
Weeks in, I’d known it wouldn’t take. The murkiness
crept in again and that feeling that I being made to feel
ashamed of something I was oblivious about. Then came
the exchanges fraught with taut, festering silences, old accusations and fresh disappointments. Eventually, I thought,
“Ah yes! Now I remember.” We were winding down like an
antique clock. Yet I let it drag on, expecting something to
change, some great big remembrance to unfold and allow
us to leapfrog to the better parts of ourselves. Months that
had been best left alone now stretched between us like
barbed wire and I felt the edges of our doll’s house relationship peel away. Why hadn’t I left it alone? Willful amnesia,
there was no other name for it and no feet to lay blame at
but my own. Now it had become a Gordian knot of my
own creation, an albatross I’d hung around my own damn
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neck. I caught my reflection in the hallway mirror and let
out a bark of laughter: the upswept ’do Salome had executed now looked like angry chicken had gone at it – a thick
strand of moussed hair stuck out from the back of my head
and the side bang looked like frayed napkin. The eye shadow was reaching for my forehead and dust flecked my left
cheek. I looked like I’d been run out of somebody’s cow
patch. If you couldn’t laugh . . .
“None of this craziness of late,” he’d promised, holding
his palms out in front of him. “Let’s take a step back and
do like we used to. I’ll show my face then we’ll ditch everybody after a spell and go do our own thing. Light the fire
again.”
“Ha! What fire? That flame got doused long time ago.
Only thing left now will burn the house down” I’d said,
recalling my anger the last date he’d skipped and the transparent excuse that had come in its place. “No more. Tired
of the replays. Besides, you know what happens after too
long. We’re ridiculous and you know it. It’s time for us
to . . .”
“Not this time, Inds. We can catch the St. Charles
streetcar into the Garden District and eat at that restaurant
we used to check out on Fridays. Remember?”
I was skeptical. “What’s different?” I asked dryly.
“You won’t know unless you give it a shot. Come with
me?”
Moonlight on the square of the St. Louis Cathedral, the
rhythmic slap of the boys’ feet as they kept time with the
blues man’s guitar. Come with me. It was the same mix of
entreaty and yearning with which he’d suggested our first
date. Raindrops from the potted palm fronds nestled in the
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tight coils of his hair; a few had run down the sides of his
face. I’d brushed them away and allowed myself to be
tempted, reaching for the chance the old Reed would show
up. We used to listen to each other; lay curled up at night
hearing each other’s whispers, wincing at each other’s pain.
I knew the moments that had hurt him deeply; had felt the
cut the first time a security guard had called him a coconut,
the bruised look around his eyes as he packed away what
he’d wanted to become and got acquainted with who he
was in this place.
“I never liked him,” Salome had flatly declared when I
told her and Nola I was giving it another go. It was just after
New Year’s and we were in the atrium of the lobby of the
Contemporary Arts Center waiting for a jam session with
Ellis Marsalis, Kermit Ruffins, that new cat Trombone
Shorty and a few others. Vidacovich would be on drums and
if Germaine Bazzle showed up I was prepared to fall out.
“He never came to the hospital that time you had
pneumonia and we had to get out the ice buckets. Not until after everything settled down with excuses about his crazy mother. Can you please tell us again that story about his
off-the-rails mother? I swear you made that up?”
I assured her again that indeed I had not.
Nola chimed in. “Yes, such a thing I’d never heard of.
Serve up that saga one more time please! And quick before
my boys start blowing!”
I’d told this story at a dinner party and it had been overhraed. Now, no-one seemed to get tired of hearing it.
It seemed I evoked in Yuma, Reed’s mother a venomous
competitiveness usually evidenced between aging wives and
hot young things. Since Reed and I had begun, I’d had the
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Yuma experience only once, but it had been sufficient to
last a lifetime. It had been a balmy Saturday afternoon and
I’d promised Reed I’d pick him up from their Seventh Day
Adventist church before he got roped into staying for the
evening service. Bible in hand, with the promise of hell to
pay in her stride, Yuma stalked over to my car. My seat was
reclined and I had Nina Simone for company.
“Is Reed yuh hangin’ ’roun’ ’ere fuh? Dis bright Sabbath
mornin’ yuh don’t ’ave nuthin; edifyin’ to do wid yuhself,
young lady?” The falsetto inquiry could almost be mistaken
for friendly curiosity.
“A pleasure to finally meet you, Mrs. Andrade. Especially
right before you welcome the saints into God’s house.” My
smile threatened to rot my teeth. “Singing in the choir today, are we? Next time Reed has to remind me to come in
for a visit.”
“But stop, you mocking me?!” The rage crept over her
face like a death veil. “Is test you come to test me? Is war
you looking for in front of God’s house?”
“Test? God tests us all in different ways.”
She swatted it away. “Everyting’ Reed ’ave I work hard
on my hands and knees and sacrifice fuh. I not lettin’ nobody tek advantage of my boy. Over my dead body!”
A towering, ruddy-faced woman, she had about her the
manner of a fishmonger’s wife.
“Is me birth ’im an’ carry ’im this far. Who yuh think
yuh is yuh can disregard me to get to ’im? Callin’ all hours
of the night, no manners to say good night?”
Hackles raised, I’d tried to assuage the coming onslaught. “Mrs. Easter, I have no reason to . . .”
Resistance and courtesy were futile. “A generation of
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vipers!” she hissed. “Reed need a quiet, Sabbath-fearin’
church girl, not some heathen.”
Something true and mean demanded to be uttered,
something that would make her take to her bed for a week.
But clanging in my ears were Lena’s lessons about courtesy
and deportment that had been drummed into me since
childhood. Instead, I swallowed the umbrage and brightened my smile.
“Yup, sounds like you’ve got his ticket. Good luck and
godspeed with that project.”
The snicker, unbidden and irrevocable, slipped out.
“Is my son!” she hissed, her face so close I could smell
the burn of grease and fire in her hair mingled with the
musk from her choir robes.
“Fast ass trollops with yuh tight shorts and belly skin,
only know how to shake your titties ’till he forget everything I tell ’im. Well yuh not gettin’ me out! Is my son!
Only so far he strayin’ before he got to come back to me.”
I braved the funk and leaned in as close as I dared.
“Not to worry. Everything he wants, I already have. In
abundance. Praise the Lord and hallelujah and don’t forget
a verse for us sinners.” The sight of her face in the rearview
mirror had made me giggle all the way home.
“That’s what he’s looking for anyhow,” Salome said now.
“A new mother.”
My eyes had danced around her inquisition on my sanity
and motivation.
“We understand things about each other and he cares
about me. He reminds me of myself a little, when I’d just
moved here, of old times and things I used to love that I
forgot about.”
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“Stop.” Nola held out a hand, the wine sloshing a bit on
her fingers. “When you’d just met him, he’d been here for
what, two years? And that was about three years ago. This is
who he is.”
“Things don’t always happen the way you imagine it in
your head.”
“Yeah?” Salome had chimed in as she relit her cigarillo.
“Then you need a more colorful imagination. And you and
I know you’re full of it. He doesn’t follow through on anything he says and you’re fooling yourself about him knowing you.” She flicked the ash away. “Ditch him. You know
you don’t love him. Whatever good stuff you think happened is in the past; deal with now.”
“I didn’t say it was a fairy tale!” I snapped. “I gave up before, maybe it’s time to grow up and put a little more elbow grease into it.”
“Right,” she’d nudged Salome, jokingly. “What she forgot to say is she can still smell Jamaica on him, can’t shake
the feeling and she wants some of it.” She looked at me and
sipped her sazerac, the smile gone. “You have to find your
own way home, lady. He can’t lead you there, you know,
and you can’t take him with you. That’s a one-woman,
walking-room only trek.”
A perfectly executed eye roll. “Where d’you come up
with this stuff? That’s not it at all.” After a beat I said, “He’s
trying to get into a computer training program while he
makes up his mind about applying to Architecture school
and he does great work – he can build anything with his
hands. His potential is through the roof. If he could
just . . .”
“Maybe this is who he is and you really don’t know him
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in the first place,” Nola had interjected. “Maybe you never
knew him. He could have made a real effort but he has to
want to and show it. He’s not supposed to be cajoled. And
all this arguing isn’t moving either of you towards that and
you know it. ”
“Told her.” Salome announced. “He’s a user. Still living
at his mother’s house and lying about it.”
“Why you think you’re really fighting against this all the
time?” Nola had asked. Before I answered, she’d said, “Not
the press release version. Think it through a minute.”
Just then the trombone blared and we made our way
through the doors. I clapped louder than most, relieved I
wouldn’t have to answer just then but Nola’s sidelong
glance said there’d be a reckoning.
Eventually Salome had relented to a quick shopping session with me later that Saturday. With a few hours to kill
before her interview for a story about an Exxon Executive
she’d pitched to the Wall Street Journal, she’d stepped in
like a wingman entering an ill-fated mission.
“Well! When venturing into hell of one’s own, it behooves one to look spectacular.”
After hours of frenetic browsing and fittings in the boutiques along Chartres and Maple streets, we’d spotted just
the thing. It was a marigold, one-shoulder mini-dress with
a flirty, ruffled hemline. It made me feel sexy and prepared.
Strappy, three-inch sandals and lipstick the color of crushed
cranberries completed the ensemble.
The blare of the car horn jolted me from my musings. I
heard a rustle at the side door and pushed aside the curtain.
Reed’s face grinned like a jack-o-lantern at the window.
“Ready?”
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I cracked open the door and thought about throwing a
rock at him. “Get off my porch! What the hell do you take
me for?”
He wrapped loudly on the window. “Inds! You know
I’m sorry! The car broke down and you won’t let me drive
yours anymore. That’s the only reason I’m late.”
He showed me his hands. They were black and greasy.
“Had to wait for my mechanic friend on Gentilly. C’mon,
please.”
Slowly, I opened the door. He came in and headed for
the bathroom. The fantasy was officially off the ventilator
the minute I clapped eyes on Reed’s court jester get-up.
“Sweet Jesus,” I breathed and tried desperately to remember if he’d said, “Costume required,” when he’d mentioned the boat.
He was trussed up in a red, two-piece outfit, made from
some sort of gabardine fabric. The tent-like shirt barely
concealed the increasing girth he’d been trying to ignore.
The pants made a mockery of style taste. Worse yet, for reasons known only to Reed and his mad-scientist tailor, they
were two inches above his ankles. The only thing missing
was a five-fingered joker’s hat with tinkling bells on the
end. It was not the first time our appearances belied our
personality differences, but this time he’d outdone himself.
I looked down at his feet. Suede shoes, a startling shade of
red, were the exclamation mark that completed the outfit.
Whose idea was this again?
“Hey baby, you like?” He did a sloppy turn. “It’s the latest in dancehall bashment style. All my boys dem been talking ’bout theses pants.”
I swallowed my misgivings: my answering smile was
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phony, I knew, but I hitched it on and slid on my shoes.
And the Academy Award goes to . . .
“So you’ll fit right in. Finger always on the pulse of
things.”
“You look unbelievable. New perfume, new ’do. All this
for me?”
I swallowed. “Of course. Glad you like it. Let’s go; I’m
looking forward to what the night brings.” I winced, recognizing the lie it was the second I uttered it.
His fingers slid confidently across my shoulders and
down my arms. I tried not to flinch.
“This dress . . . God! He fingered the strap at my shoulder. “Indigo. You look almost naked. Nobody better not
look in your direction or worse, brush up against you. These guys are cool and all but we won’t be there all night.
We’ll get out of there for the real date.”
My heart lurched; my head cocked quizzically. These
were the words I’d thought I wanted to hear, the feelings
I’d wanted to elicit. I was waiting for that old familiar thrill
I used to get at the touch of his hand on the base of my
spine or the sound of my doorbell announcing his arrival.
I sighed. “That’s the plan.”
After three and a half years in different cities, I’d moved
back home to New Orleans a month before Christmas, after September 11 had unfolded and the world had changed
almost overnight. Momma had accepted an invitation for
our neighbors’ Reveillon Dinner and I’d agreed to go with
her. I’d let the spirit of Christmas and the notion of a new
beginning wash away the undercurrent of gloom that had
been churning around in my gut like a roto rotor since I’d
returned. Aunt Lillie was elderly now but I remembered
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when she and her twin, Martine, sat with me after school
and sometimes on the weekends. They were among the best
Creole cooks in New Orleans, to say nothing of the Garden
District and my mouth had watered in anticipation of the
five course menu that would surely kick off the evening.
Momma and I had attended Midnight Mass on Christmas
Eve with old friends and after, we’d piled into cars and
headed to Camp Street and the lavish buffet that awaited.
Aunt Martine’s legendary turtle soup and oyster chowder
started things off with a follow-up that included walnuts
topped with goat cheese and orange vinaigrette before
they’d rolled out the real show-stoppers: veal grillade; crab
ravioli, braised lamb shank and their pièce de résistance,
speckled trout with crawfish stuffing in a white wine sauce.
I’d tried to pace myself given that the festivities wouldn’t
wind down until about 5:00 a.m., but after a time the
drinks and the ribald jokes went to my head. Sated and
punch drunk with a glass of café brûlot in hand, I’d been
holding court in a corner of the living room. When he
walked in I’d barely recognized him. Reed had arrived well
after the dinner plates had been cleared and as Aunt Martine’s nephew, Lucien was wheeling out the white chocolate
cheesecake and pecan crusted bread pudding.
Miraculously, he was the first person to reach me at the
hotel after the nightmare of September 11. It had felt like the
sky had fallen and I felt unanchored and frightened out of
my mind. He’d stayed on the phone with me for long hours
into the night through the sobbing and terror. When he’d
picked me up from the airport my first time back to New
Orleans he smelled like dew and the blue soap Grandma
used to wash before she hung them on the clothesline in the
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backyard to dry. We hadn’t kept in touch much after and
seeing him that night was a bit of a jolt. That night, he was
coming in from celebrating his thirty second birthday with
friends, one of whom was Aunt Lillie’s grandson. Small
world New Orleans, we smiled in agreement. We drank
eggnog noel and flirted in a corner for the rest of the night
and reminisced about the way things had been between us.
I’d blushed when he told me he hoped I was his birthday
gift of a second chance. I wanted to be wooed, tended to
and, I suppose, someone I could tend to.
Before we left now, I leaned into the hallway mirror and
gazed at my reflection. My crimson lips looked like a promise and an invitation. I grabbed a napkin and wiped away
all traces of the color and chose instead the mocha lip gloss.
I stuffed the new shade into the dresser drawer. I’d save it
for when I meant it.
Everything you need to know, you know already. Stop procrastinating.
“Ready?”

I sunk into the calming rhythm of the car and watched slivers of faded blue streetlights dance against the polished
dashboard. Some things had remained unchanged: my
house keys under the sisal mat on occasion; jagged bouts of
jealousy; his late night cravings for shots of reassurance, all
propped up by hide and seek glimpses of the man I knew
he could be. I watched the movements of Reed’s face as he
spoke trying to summon the allure of his lips against my
own. Moments later, still no luck.
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“. . . And if I steady pay the lay-away Clayton will let me
wear it before I pay all of it. Or what, you think it’s too
much for a ring?”
“Not if that’s how you want to spend your money,” I
said absently.
“If it was like one time, you woulda speak your mind.”
I fiddled with the fine gold bracelets on my arms. “Yeah
well, these days I’m limiting advice to myself.”
His eyes slid down my body. “Seems like that’s the plan
for a lot of things these days.”
The night was restless, predatory. It was February, almost
a week from full on Mardi Gras. Ribbons of rowdy teenagers jostled with out-of-towners in search of the next goodtime, holding tightly to the spirit of Mardi Gras as tightly
as they did their colored beads. We were supposed to be
headed towards Toulouse and the River; instead we’d
turned right on North Rampart, made our way down a
seedy alley and were well on our way onto the now-deserted
St. Peter street. The cobbled streets of the Quarter receded
as the car cut through the darkness and towards parts unknown. Minutes later, we squeezed through a maze of
dusty streets dotted with shotgun houses and gutted cars. A
rag-tag team of dogs growled their welcome.
When he made the left on North Robertson from Basin
Street, I looked around and tried for a ten count before I
interrupted his checklist of things to do with his next
paycheck.
“This isn’t the way. Why are we going towards Lemann
Playground? What happened to the Steamboat idea?”
He leaned away from me and assumed the now familiar
air of macho nonchalance. “Everybody veto the cruise
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thing. We jus’ win after all this time and I can’t disappoint
my crew. We can always do our thing a next time.”
I sucked in my breath and stared at him for a short lifetime.
“Look, don’t start with the dramatics, we not even in
there yet. You might like it.”
A shower of words rushed out of him, as if he’d been
waiting for just this moment to let loose. He switched to
Jamaican patois.
“Every day me listen to yuh complain sey me nuh invite
yuh to me soccer match an’ on top of dat we don’t spend
enough time together. Now yuh come see how me an’ my
friends hang out an’ yuh start mek up yuh face like sey yuh
smell something nasty. Why? ’Cause they don’t have big
shot job like you an’ yuh friends? You always act like yuh
betta dan me an’ my boys. Like you betta dan everybody.”
The fight slowly drained from me and an air of resignation settled between us.
He rubbed his eyes then asked, “We can’t just mek the
best of it? You comin’ or not?”
“Do I have a choice?”
This night trod the footsteps of many such nights before
it; we’d pretend to forget where the battle lines were drawn
only to begin the battle anew in the light of dawn. I stifled
a sigh and let him lace his fingers through mine. The edges
of my grimace coaxed themselves into a tight smile and
when he held my fingers to his lips I didn’t pull away.
A spiteful voice warned: Now, you have only yourself to
blame.
“This isn’t it, is it? Surely this isn’t your idea of a great
night out?” Not this shit shack on the edge of a dust bowl
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in Nowhereville, New Orleans? It would be uproariously
funny of it wasn’t so insane.
“Not your speed, right?” The smirk distorted his features
and he morphed into someone I barely recognized. “These
are my kinda people, live down here in Seventh Ward. You
don’t remember anything ’bout your Jamaican people, eh?”
This nonsense again.
We idled behind a dilapidated Buick Skylark that must
have once been the crowning achievement of its owner.
“Your people? You mean a bunch of miscreants drunk
on Guinness, slapping dominoes around all night? Ah, this
is why I got dressed up.”
The plaintive wail of a dog interrupted the pregnant quiet. I scanned the houses for signs of life; there was no party
in sight. Just then I remembered a girl in my Sociology
class in my sophomore year; a tiny thing named Collette.
Over furtive puffs of her cigarette during a break, she’d told
me how her ex-boyfriend had cajoled her into one last dinner. Instead he’d driven her to an abandoned lot blocks
from her house where he and his friends had run a train on
her. I considered the fortitude of my stilettos.
I tried again carefully. “What are we doing here, Reed?”
“Relax with me little, nuh?’ His hand moved across my
shoulder, his voice softer now. “Remember one time when
you could do that? Before you couldn’t care less where we
end up.”
“Why can’t you ever just do what you say you’re going
to do?” I massaged my temples. “Just once I’d like to depend on your word.”
His finger trailed down my cheek and rested against my
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lips. “Chill with me for a little in my space, with my people. It’s still me and you.”
The dawn of a smile showed itself, the one that had once
sent my appetite in hiding.
“You don’t think I can take care of you here or anywhere
else?”
He started the engine and coaxed the car another two
blocks. We pulled up alongside a house that looked like a
crack den. The sign outside the door read, “Welcome to
Good Hole” The name was lifted from an old Jamaican
dancehall song referring to a woman’s vagina.
I looked at Reed; he was mouthing the words to the
song.
Fire, fire, dem nah go cool me down,
Let them know seh
No retire . . . even when mi know
Seh the pagans, dem a conspire
Dem sell out the ghetto yutes
“You’re kidding, right?”
Snatches of conversation floated above the blaring
dancehall music. More on the fire topic. The latest slang
from the underbelly of Kingston ricocheted across the lot. I
bent my ear to their cadence trying to catch the gist, but
the meaning escaped me and I was left with only a smattering of meaningless phrases.
“Raindrops! Raindrops! Thunderclap! Thunderclap!
Lightning! Everybody, whey all de lighters! Show de people
de MySpace dance!”
The DJ bellowed the names and artists of the hottest
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songs, urging the crowd to show-off the corresponding
dance. Groups of men mouthed the words of the songs as
they executed perfectly choreographed, synchronized
movements to the latest dancehall craze straight from Kingston’s ghetto dancehall street sessions. One man, dressed in
slim-fitting jeans and white Jackie-O glasses, caught an imaginary football, spun and bounced it from his shoulder
before passing it to his companion who did his own thing
then passed it along until the entire group had had a go.
Then the DJ announced songs by Beenie Man and Sean
Paul and names I had never heard – Elephant Man, Mavado, Vybz Kartel, Ward 21 and others. Portions of the crowd
moved to new dances I’d seen from DVDs my friend, Salome had brought back from New York. Fascinated, I
wanted to stop and watch, but Reed tugged at my arm.
“Try don’t look like a tourist.”
I recognized the hip gyrations and hand-in-the-air
movements of the fabled Bogle dance.
Reed smirked, “Only this you know? Father Bogle say
fashion over style. All dem man dress like this in remembrance of Bogle.”
Indeed they were. Men were dressed in cowboy regalia,
elaborate linen suits, snake-skin shoes and tiny braids festooned with multi-colored rubber bands. The music
changed and the super hyped DJ bellowed the next song. I
barely made out the name Great Controversy by Luciano,
then seconds in, just about everyone jumped together as
Capleton the firebrand prophet DJ called for More Fire.
Startled, I looked around at the bacchanal. Election 2002
were just a few months away in Jamaica, and with violence
fomenting in some towns, I wondered if the song was the
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best move. But after a few minutes the DJ cooled things
down with Shaggy’s latest hit, Wasn’t Me then a segue into
Angel.
A man with the stature of a jockey ambled over to Reed.
“Been trying to find you all night. Easy to get lost in dis
madness.” He tipped his head in my direction. “Is your
own dat, my youth? No wonder you miss so many Sunday
practice. Can’t blame yuh at all!”
Reed’s face broke into an elated smile and he let himself
be swept into the man’s embrace.
“I been looking for you guys since I got here.” He
looked around. “Session look good. Where the rest of the
team?”
A swarm of footballers I’d never met boisterously greeted
Reed and gathered around him as if he were a returning
prince. My veins tightened and I examined my manicure as
I waited for introductions that never came.
“Did you see the goal, my boy?” Reed asked no-one in
particular. “The Metarie goalkeeper couldn’t do a thing to
stop that. Straight from the Maradonna archives. Dats how
football is played, mi fren’.”
Backed by a chorus of agreement, Reed put the pedal to
the story as he relived the golden moments. He embellished
feats of imagined glory, ducking any hint of shortcomings.
“I catch de ball up in de air like suh” – his arms and legs
stiffened in a kicking stance – “all the keeper feel was the
wind.”
Buoyed by the thrill of their victory, the others joined in,
adding pieces of their own miracle moments. A buxom
woman sauntered by, her strawberry blond weave teased to
towering perfection. She paused in front of me.
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“Me like yuh silk dress. And de shoes too.” Her eyes
raked over my body, the corners of her mouth turned down
as if she tasted something sour. I wasn’t sure if I should
thank her or flip her the bird.
One friend, with a blue Mohawk and the Batman logo
singed into the side of her head nudged Reed. “Aye, your
girl, she come from Jamaica? Yuh sure? She nuh flex like
she come from Yard.”
Turning to Reed I snapped, “That’s enough of that. Are
we going into this pit or shall I just wait out here”
The front door swung open and I was blasted by a wall
of rancid air. I almost retched.
“This is absolutely not going to work,” I whispered
fiercely. He pretended not to hear me as we made our way
towards rickety, spiral stairs that led down into the heart of
the dance. Walking behind Reed, I was almost undone by
my heels on the stairs. Instinctively, I reached for his hand
to steady myself but stopped short of touching him, anticipating his smug satisfaction and the unending debate about
independence and nowadays women. I grasped the sticky
railing and made my way gingerly down the steps.
Gold teeth dazzled in the darkness. Roughnecks
slouched in the corners rub-a-dubbing with their “bashment” girls of the moment. The aroma of jerk pork intermingled with the scent of over-zealous couplings.
Champagne and Guinness Stout flowed freely. We found a
tight corner and pressed in close together. After two rounds
of Hurricane, I submitted. My body mellowed out as we
rocked to the mellow insinuation of Bob Marley’s, “Turn
your lights down low.”
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Several songs later, Reed disappeared for another round
of drinks. I rocked to the music, hot but cool.
Until I spotted her across the room.
Leaning against the wall, hips thrust towards Reed, was
Simone, the ex-girlfriend of our mutual friend, Bear. We
had never been friends. She was the color of dried coconuts; tall and bone-thin, with a wide gaping mouth that
reminded me of a dead fish. Simone had been growing in
significance in my mind’s eye for over a month. Despite
Reed’s adamant denial, I felt something was afoot, that she
was the midnight caller. With neither guilt nor guile, I’d
checked his mobile to discover that the phone numbers
corresponded with calls he’d received and made to the same
number. The next time she called Reed’s phone at my
home, I’d answered and waited.
“Reed?” she’d whispered anxiously.
“Nothing better to do at three in the morning? Try calling Bear or shall I?”
Reed insisted that she was trying to get Bear back,
through him. But something about the twitch of his eyelids
and the clipped ends of his sentences told me he was lying.
I’d finally cornered her at a football match and advised her
against calling my apartment looking for Reed. She had
smiled smugly and barely managed to nod her acquiescence.
The sharp click of my heels against the floor told me I
was moving towards them. An imaginary Valium lulled the
out-of-control throbbing in my head. I pinned Reed with
my most seductive smile and slid my arms around his waist.
He leaned into me. Smiling away my repulsion, I ran my
nails lightly down his back and felt his faint tremble.
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“I was just saying hi to Simone,” he said casually. You
remember Big Bear’s old girl?”
I gave her a vague, dismissive smile and whispered into
his ear.
“I’m ready to go. Now.” He mumbled his goodbye.
As we pushed through the crowd and toward the back
door, I looked back to catch her expression. The thing between them lay naked on her face, testament to all he had
denied. Jealousy and impotent rage vied for dominance and
I wondered vaguely if she’d discerned a mirror image of the
same through my own glacial smile. My eyes slashed Reed’s
face.
A weighty, festering silence hung between us in the car,
like a sore long left unattended. My body was ablaze with
wrath: only dignity and a pinch of pain kept me from leaping for his throat. No trite “how could you” or “Is she prettier than me?” – of course she wasn’t – for me. Instead I
gave the armies of my anger full rein. Old wounds were
ripe for picking.
“No surprise,” I snapped as I pried the sandals from my
feet and threw them onto the back seat of the car. “I always
knew this was the best you could do.” My fingers were
shaking but my voice held. His eyes slid warily across my
face.
“Oh God! Trust you to come up with something.”
“Trust, “I sneered.” You’re an even bigger coward than I
thought. I gave the scorn full rein. “You must think I’m as
stupid as you are.”
He gave a short, ugly laugh. “You see anything between
me and the girl? You always crazy actin’. Now we rushing
home ’cause you say so and for what? Crazy!”
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I strapped on my battle-worn gloves and prepared for
another of our bloodless matches. Face like thunder, I
turned to him.
“How long?” A jab.
“How long what? Nothing going on.” An awkward bob
and weave.
“Indigo, she’s another man piece. Me and Bear go way
back. I look like a fool to you?”
I stared at him and waited.
“What?” He glanced up from the road. “Yuh jealous?
Think she might be more my speed?” Mere flurries.
“Common and moronic – just your style. Fucked her
yet?” My heart kicked in my chest.
He glared. “They teach you that in your fancy school up
north? Just cool, man. Is nothing. A small thing happen,
before you come back. Is nothing. I told her.”
He paused then said quietly, “No need for all of this.
You see the soles of yuh feet? That’s what me and you made
out of.”
Derision smeared my smile. “Really? Does Bear know?”
“What’s to know?’ he asked sharply. “She’s my friend.
Yeah we talk, she share certain things with me an’ we can
reason different than me and you. Dat was the past. No
biggie. Don’t start no foolishness out of nothing.”
There was no smoking gun, really. No sordid details or
incriminating evidence to deny but I’d heard in the background of one of the phone calls the trilling laughter and
throaty whispers I recognized as what had once been my
own. Tantalizing banter like a lover’s finger encircling a
belly button, stirring a nascent bit of something that laid in
wait for time and opportunity. I let him bluster on, reading
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the truth from eyes that wouldn’t meet mine, the tightened
grip on the steering wheel, his body pressed away from
mine against the car door.
“I’m a man! You expect me not to have female friends?
Every little thing bother you! Is like living in a cage.”
“For me, much worse.” I said defiantly. “Enough of this.
I don’t want to be with you anymore.” It wasn’t entirely
true, not yet, but it soon would be.
He savored the words for a few beats then said, “I’m not
leaving and you’re not leaving. Especially not over some
chick.”
He gunned the engine and the speedometer wavered at
100 mph.
The car swung into the narrow lane of my apartment,
the squeal of tires echoing loudly in the night. Keys at the
ready, I was out the door before the car jerked to a halt.
“I can’t even look at you, “I said resignedly. “Go home.”
But he was on my heels, pushing me roughly through
the foyer and into the living room, his breath against my
cheek.
“Nah, it nuh over yet.”
Dispassionate eyes followed his fingers as they fumbled
with the catches of our clothes in the dark. No, it was not
my imagination that his touch had become repugnant. Curiously, I watched as he suckled at my breast, hoping dully
that my body would betray me that he could make me forget that we’d fallen into disarray, desperate to recall that
long ago tingle that was now so unfamiliar I thought I has
imagined it.
“You love me, right baby?” he coaxed. Still you and me,
right?”
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I cringed at the rawness of his face, from showed on
mine. Uselessly, I grabbed at the flimsy edges of the dress.
“Don’t.”
His eyes begged reassurance, always, that whatever we’d
had between us once had remained somehow unscathed.
Even when his words were plucking the heart out of my
chest and sucking the life out of my soul, his eyes begged,
“Yes you do, youdoyoudoyoudoooo. You love me, right?”
Always the same.
His fingers reached inside me, scraping at the entrance of
my womb. I let him fuck me with my stomach clenched
and fists tightened.
“You feel like glory,” he wheezed. “She doesn’t mean
shit, Indy,”
“It doesn’t matter.”
My words begged him to let me go, but my tears willed
him to stay.
Nearly an hour later, I woke from a doze. We lay on the
soiled sheets amidst the careless disarray of our broken
selves, limbs gingerly intertwined, fingers folded safely away
from each other’s throats – for the moment. I looked down
at Reed’s sausage-like fingers and bulging stomach and almost wretched at my submission.
Pushing his leg from across my own, I made my way to
the bathroom. The scented candles I’d bought for after the
party sat untouched at the edge of the bathtub. I lit them
now, turned on the shower and watched the seductive
dance of candlelight across the walls as the exotic scent of
Tahitian Vanilla filled the room. I wiped the mist from the
full-length mirror and pushed back my shock of curls into a
rough ponytail. Shrugging out of my robe, I examined my
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body with the unforgiving eye of a sniper. Grudgingly, I’d
begun to accept the ten pounds my body had refused to
shed and admitted that on better days it made me feel voluptuous. My hands traveled down the length of my body,
briefly caressing my breast, thighs and the hips no diet or
exercise in the world could curb. My skin was my only vanity. After years of judging and explaining, of looking
askance at it, I was unapologetic – unrelenting – about my
adoration for it. I was wrapped in near unblemished
smoothness, either too dark or not dark enough depending
on which version of truth and beauty ruled the day. The
slanted grey eyes and the high-cheekbones I’d inherited
from my mother – and she from hers – had been a source
of contention and mean-spirited teasing when I was a child.
But I embraced them now and dared to think they added a
touch of drama and defiance to my face.
Pinpricks of water resurrected my senses and soothed my
frayed nerves, sloughing away the stench of our forced rutting. I stepped out of the shower and wrapped my robe
tightly about my body. The candles flickered still and I gave
myself over to my thoughts.
A sliver of sunlight shone through the bedroom curtains.
I stared at Reed with lackluster eyes and wondered, where
had my beautiful Black man gone? Where had the man I
knew he had the potential to be disappeared and who was
this imposter in his place? From time to time, I caught
glimpses of the good times, in barely sufficient quantities to
keep me waiting for the old Reed to show up to catapult
me from the mountain of fatigued, disillusioned wherehad-all-the-good-men-gone bunch. I watched Reed stir in
my bed. Regret greeted me with a knowing wink.

CHAPTER II
Sunday dawned lazily. The threat of thunderclouds sent a
tantalizing breeze whispering across the sultry city. I threw
open the French windows anticipating the coming rain.
Shuttered windows clanked open as shopkeepers readied
for the day; pinches of conversation bounced from the cobbled street below, most of it from tourists getting their last
fix of New Orleans before their flights swept them into the
minutiae of their ordinary lives. The Quarter dozed fitfully
like an old whore after the night had had its way with her.
Reed had left quietly at dawn; I’d pretended to be asleep as
he pressed frigid lips against my shoulder.
I stretched wantonly, thinking of the long day ahead,
open with possibilities. Gordon, a mechanic by day, saxophonist by night, was picking me up for my sculpting lesson in the Art District in an hour and a half. This was the
first free weekend I’d allowed myself in months. Amid
reams of paper work, field assignments and tutoring engi-
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neering students, and sculpting classes, leisure had become
a luxury I could scarcely afford. A quiver of anticipation
came over me at the thought the evening of floating around
my apartment with no agenda. A quick scan of the CD
rack produced the 70s compilation I’d played until it was
nearly worn out. I slipped the disc into the CD player and
prepared to wallow in the slow ache of Phyllis Hyman as
she opened her veins in “Misty Blue.” Later there’d be Percy Sledge followed by the melancholy yearning of Al
Green’s, “For the Good Times.” The nostalgia brought on
by the oldies on a Sunday could only be eased by a long
indulgent bath. Yes, a soak in the claw foot tub was just the
thing.
As I listened, I took my time with the bath ritual: choosing oils, preparing the water, submerging myself in the silence of solitude. This had been the soundtrack of my
childhood in Jamaica. My father had owned a home and
restaurant, inherited from his father, in a battered section
of Arnette Gardens in Western Kingston, known as “Concrete Jungle.” It was a neighborhood whose heyday had
long been forgotten, but the old-timers had valiantly celebrated as if their lives depended on it. For some, perhaps it
had.
As I slipped on the new beaded tank Nola had bought
me and went in search of a light jacket to match it. I gathered my sculpting tools and jammed them into my knapsack as I dashed through the house. The CD player
switched to one of the few songs I’d ever see my parents
dance to. Jesus! That was eons ago. They’d divorced when I
was two years old. In the years following their break-up,
Lena, my mother, had become a comfortably wealthy, in-
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dependent woman. Leaving me in the care of her older sister, Mercie, she had bamboozled her way through the rush
of illegal immigration from Jamaica into England. After a
mountain of odd jobs and false starts, she had set her sights
on business school in South London. Lena had returned to
Jamaica when I was twelve years old. Two years later she
created her own import/export business in New Kingston,
and transformed herself into the entrepreneur she’d always
wanted to be. Time served with my father was a bitter
memory and they rarely spoke. Their only interactions were
couched between tense conversations regarding prep school
tuition and my welfare during visits to his home. She was
poised and accomplished, but she never forgot her struggles. Gone were the days of agonizing fights with nameless
barmaids and country-come-to-town girls. Yet years after
her return, I could still see her trying to run away from the
impetuous young girl she had been. When I was about ten
years old, she began sharing with me tidbits of her life with
my father. Her polished British accent would fall away and
she would revert to Jamaican patois.
“One gal come knock pon de gate ’bout money fi her
baby dat she claim belong to Capo. She threaten to chop
me up and burn down my big house. I run to de back of
the house for a bottle of kerosene oil. I was gon’ show her
who was de boss.”
She’d laughed mirthlessly.
“I douse her wid de kerosene oil and ask her whose
house she gon’ burn.”
She told me about excruciating waits for grocery money
or for a new crib for me.
“I march up to his brand new office for a few dollars and
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dis piece of shit man would hide de money in ’im socks.
Capo wasn’t poor. ’Im had big contracts from the government to build those new skyscrapers down by the waterfront. But money for milk and food, ’im hide in ’im socks.”
The sharp toot of a bike horn announced it was time to
leave. Gordon had arrived for our customary weekly bike
ride across to the Art District where I had my 11:00 0’clock
sculpting class in an old warehouse. Our sculpting instructor, Lissette was a sculptor and poet who was taking a break
from teaching in the Visual Arts program at Columbia
University to work on new pieces for an exhibition next
year. I strapped the cooler of fruit juice we shared into his
backpack, jumped on the back of his bike and we were off.
I’d loved drawing and painting since I was five, but it was
nothing I’d taken seriously. Not until I was a teenager. As a
surprise for my sixteenth birthday, my mother had taken
me on a business trip to Italy. On the weekend, we’d gone
to Rome for a few days where I’d idled away the hours eating, getting lost down enticing labyrinths and basking in
the colossal outdoor museum that was Roma. The last full
day of our stay, still stuffed with all the carbonera, canolis
and gelatos a girl could eat, I’d begged off lunch with the
sister of one of her business colleagues and instead took the
train on my own side trip. It was early still when I set out
and I wandered by the Pantheon on Piazza della Rotonda
and over the square where they believed Julius Caesar was
stabbed to death. Just beyond via Florida, right off Corso
Vittorio Emanuele, I people watched, pretended to kick a
few cats and took photographs of old Italian women with
their beautiful lace shawls eating gelatos. A beautiful boy
with dimples and insanely long eyelashes who looked like
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he’d tumbled out of a Fellini movie was selling religious
statuettes on a street corner. His little brother dragged his
finger from his nose only long enough to point the way to
bus 118 that took me to the Catacombe di San Callisto on
the Appian Way. It was late November and the lines were
short. Forty minutes later, I’d hopped on another one to
Catacombe di San Domitilla, entered at Via d. Sette Chiese
282 and passed through the ancient little church to see the
3rd century portraits of Christ and the Apostles. All the
while I thought about Grandma reading her bible and how
much I wished she was there.
This was the country of the great Renaissance masters. In
my third form History class in Jamaica, I’d studied openmouthed the Renaissance with its great revival of classical
learning and values of ancient Greece and Rome. Against a
backdrop of political stability and prosperity, the development of exciting technologies–including the printing press,
a new system of astronomy and whole new awakening of
philosophy and literature. And especially art. There was
nothing like those ass-kicking Italian masters: da Vinci,
everything Michelangelo touched, Raphael’s Deposition,
and Caravaggio’s Jerome. An endless list. They’d become
demi-gods to me. Aaah . . . to gaze on the Sistine Chapel
was my dream – how had he managed it?
I’d read about the Gian Bernini exhibition at the Borghese Museum in my Travel and Leisure Italian magazine
and could hardly believe I was in the same city, just a short
ride away. If I could get posters I was going to tape it on
the ceiling and right between my Thriller and Under the
Cherry Moon posters. I took bus 910 to the Borghese Galleries off Via Pinciano and Via Prenestina. The imposing ar-
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chitecture and the bustling, sure-footed crowd gave me
pause, but after gazing around wide-eyed for a minute I
held tightly to mu knapsack and soon fell in place like a
native. Just walking through the sprawling Villa Borghese
park had made the hairs prickle on the back of my neck.
There were about 20 rooms filled with antiquities, Renaissance art and just the beginnings of baroque art I could
drown myself in for a few hours. I was beyond excited; nobody would believe me. Bernini’s collections were housed
in a 17th-century villa and I took my time getting to them,
gazing at the draw-dropping paintings and sculptures.
Then, there it was suddenly. The Rape of Persephone. Transfixed, I gazed on it and felt tears wet my face. Something
punched me in the chest and a frission of electricity surged
through my fingers and diffused through my body. I
wished I could hold somebody’s hand. Apollo and Daphne
was more genius than they’d been in the books and films
my teacher had showed us. I got the same clammy palms
and that feeling in my legs. All the mystery and agony and
beauty of the real world. I loved Michelangelo’s David, but
Bernini’s was another thing entirely. In another salon
there’d been Ecstasy of Saint Teresa and my heart felt like it
had exploded. I wanted to do it. That. I can do it. I have
to . . .
Years later after several sculpting lessons, I fell truly in
love with Bernini’s style of depicting narrative moment
with a dramatic naturalistic realism appealed to my sense
for the darkly dramatic and left me alternately encouraged,
excited and despairing. Then, the uncanny way he synthesized sculpture, painting and architecture into a coherent
whole made me swoon. At first I’d tortured myself: Could I
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ever be as fine an artist? That had been the fledgling questions. Probably not, but I needed to see what my own
hands could do. There began the longing and ecstasy of my
creative life. Storytelling with my hands, a never-ending
give and take with the Universe.
We arrived just as Lissette was putting out the materials
for today. She had given us an assignment I’d been having
trouble with. I pulled out my stool and got ready.
“Sketch from memory a scene or image you haven’t
thought about in years,” she urged. “Don’t think, feel it, let
it come to you. Pull it from the weeds of your soul, then
draw!” she’d urged.
For days I’d struggled against the memory. Then, unexpectedly, I was awash in a memory from decades past, of
capriciously chosen Friday evenings, my father swooped
down to the playground of my Prep school and whisked
me to the chaotic minefield of his house. As I played with
my friends I would suddenly hear him calling, “Indigo, Indigo. Daddy’s here.” I hid like the hunted, dread spilling
from my eyes. My fingers had flown over the pages and of
their own volition had begun to sketch an outline of his old
pale green pick-up and the beginnings of his house. When I
looked up Lissette was at my ear, staring steely-eyed at my
fledgling efforts. She’d grabbed my stomach. “From here,
dig into your lower chakra. It’s already there full formed,
let it come through.”
Something was coming, Lissette must have known.
“Yes, that’s it! That’s where the truth is. Right there!
Don’t let it go. Let it come through you! Let it! Use it!
She’d milled around us like a deacon making the final alter
call, then as I warmed to the fledgling strokes of my pencil
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she helped me bring through the memory, urging it forth
like seasoned midwife.
His face had been the last to appear.
Cooper Wade was the epicenter of his Arnette Gardens
community. Somehow he managed to straddle a delicate
line of independence, a hair’s breadth out of the pockets of
the political leader and the ghetto don who who ran the garrison outside of wqltham Park. He could talk to the ghetto
youths and elders about temperance in the face of hunger
with a straight face and the next day kick back on somebody’s verandah with a crate of guiness. Tourist dollars do
not trickle into ghettos. And so the dons are the de facto
gods who decided who lives and who dies. Fortified by extortion and the guns and drug trade, the boss man handed
out money for books and shoes right before every school
semester began and made sure a little work, bread and a version of security flowed into the community. Come election
time politicians got votes and fire power; and the dons kept
freedom to run things. Kingston streets and back towns ran
hot under the deafening roar of M16s and Mac 10s as gangs
from garrisons forgot it was still one country and that everybody’s skin burned. PNP against JLP and vice versa and
anybody caught wearing the colors of the other in the
wrong territory felt it. Massacres in housing schemes, tribal
wars in concrete jungles while politicians gave speeches and
signed back door deals that ceded power to the big dons like
Jack, Jim Brown, and Tony Welch. After a while, nobody
knew who pulled whose strings. But sometimes no-one
seemed to, and when the don and the minister failed, the
lines from Capo’s front door had been known to stretch
to the area’s lone stand pipe. With Jamaicans’ knack for
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nicknames and phonetic distortions, Cooper became “Capo.” He was considered a “Yankee foreigner” because he had
served in the U.S. Navy and had lived in more countries
than I could remember, yet still managed to speak in Harlem slang. With his pared down zoot suits and flashy fedoras, he was the personification of cool. He was still the only
man I knew who could expound upon the economic and
political destruction of the Congo/Zaire wrought by the
Eisenhower administration, pontificate on the conceptual
differences between Freud and Jung and explain the intricacies of macroeconomics in international affairs with the patience of Job. His home had been a rambling post-colonial
structure, balanced on termite-infested floorboards and fractured, history-splattered walls. The walls were dotted with
hazy pictures of dead aunts in flapper dresses and punchholes from long-forgotten fights. Scattered throughout the
house were mismatched Louis XIV furniture: sofas saturated
with the easy dalliances of countless Saturday nights, tables
watermarked with Jamaican White Rum: the drink of
champions. Always, there was the feel of a flimsy memory
just over the curve of your shoulder, intermingled with a
barely perceptible sniff of decay and neglect. It had always
felt abandoned, even when it was reeling from the festivities
of my father’s countless friends. It was a feeling akin to staring at the emptiness of a coffin the moment before it receives its final occupant or the energy clinging to a newly
vacated chair.
Lissette floated by and stopped. “Maybe a little more off
the cheek,” she suggested. “What is the primary emotion
your character is depicting? Do you want him to be angry
or are you angry thinking about it?”
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Later that evening, as I drank wine in the courtyard and
continued work on the craggy figure, Lisette’s question
brushed up against waiting memories. When I looked back
I could see his adults only restaurant and dance hall adjacent to the house. A decrepit sign welcomed all to “Ruckus
Bar & Lounge.” On weekend nights the lounge was transformed into the epicenter of ’70s funk and Jamaican rock
steady. There was an air of reckless gaiety throughout the
lounge coupled with an ever-present mood that anything
was possible. Heavily armed gunmen could burst through
the swinging doors, shooting everyone in their wake. Or,
they could instead, be convinced to lay their guns on the
cracked countertops and join the all-night session. It was
the same as being in a dance-and-shout revival church: your
life could be saved or you might lose your taste for the excitement and never return. The lounge was littered with
rough-hewn men in their tailored finery, fingers and smiles
shimmering under the fluorescent lights. They would lie
sprawled on the moldy chairs, rasping out tales of better
days, both real and imagined. Their words were interspersed with short barks of laughter – a cross between remembered pleasure and an eroded lung.
“Hey man, I used to hang with all dem Indy cats up in
Harlem. Yeah, me an’ some other dudes used to live at the
Hotel Theresa an’ at night we woulda catch all dem hornblowing, slick-ass cats. Man, nobody mek my skin catch a
fire like Satchmo and Coltrane.”
“Youse a drunk ol’ liar. You neva seen no Coltrane.”
“I tell yuh, dem Chinese chicks, man. Ain’t nothing like
a Chinese chick. They could lick a lollipop ’till the cows
come home.”
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“Dem crackers hate to hear dis, but Babe Ruth was a
niggah-man. Dis is de real shit right here. I hear sey his
Momma was blacka dan Black Mo ’roun’ de corner.”
At the front of the lounge, the women staggered about in
curiously shiny dresses and rainbow faces. They’d flick out
their switchblade faster than they could work up a smile.
Their work-worn hands, encrusted with the dirt of disappointments and strife, caressed the blade like a lover’s
cheek. I’d sit on a beer crate, unobtrusive but inquisitive.
The crack and tinkle of the bottles announced the start of
the night’s festivities. Mostly I sat in the corner of one of
the back bedrooms with the blare of the television news for
company, pretending not to be frightened by the long, dark
shadows that met, fought and parted against the cement
walls alongside the house. Sometimes loud, angry voices
crashed against the French doors It was a world light-years
away from the well-manicured lawns and tea-with-scone
brunches of my mother’s home in Great House Circle in
the suburb of St. Andrew. Lonely and alone, I had often
cried myself to sleep. Missing my mother and the familiarity of my home, I was seduced and comforted by the old
jukebox spewing out sounds of longing with songs like
“Let’s Just Kiss and Say Goodbye” and Aretha’s, “Ain’t no
Way.” They were a seductive strain of songs; voices so
sweetly intoxicating that I ached with longing for an indefinable taste of something I’d never had. Percy, Smokey,
Otis, the infamous Lady Day and a slew of others. I would
spend the rest of my life craving the feel of their music.
The ringing phone broke my trance. It was Reed.
“Indy. Whatchya doin’? Miss me, babe?”
“What’s up?”
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“Nothin’ really. Miss you. By the way, did you call my
house and hang up on my mother?”
Here we go again. “No, of course not.”
“You sure ’cause she said someone nasty called, sounding
just like you. They hung up on her. Says she’s tired of getting these calls.”
I wanted to tell him that she was a maternal nightmare
after whom a mental illness should be named. I considered
telling him, straight, no chaser; instead I gritted my teeth.
Poor Reed. I’d long ago given up on explaining the intricacies of maternal love.
Reed’s mother, Yuma Andrade, had immigrated from
Jamaica to Michigan in the mid 1970s when Reed was five,
leaving him with her brother, Everton and his mercurial
wife, Hannah. He’d grown close to his Uncle and their
deepening fondness for each other stoked Hannah’s resentment and jealousy as she’d borne Everton five daughters but no son. He’d lived with them until he gone to
University of Technology only to flunk out two years in.
After Reed moved back in, Hannah waged a campaign
against Reed that was nothing less than entrenched warfare,
eventually orchestrating his emigration to New Orlenas,
where Yuma had settled. Reed’s not-so-secret affair with the
married tenant gave her the weapon she needed. When
she’d heard, Yuma had cut off all financial support and
demanded that Reed move to New Orleans permanently.
Reed, almost seventeen and accustomed to the unconditional freedom and carefree existence of his Uncle’s home,
was thrust into the lair of a mother he barely knew.
She had, he discovered, the single-minded calculation of
a pimp and the memory of an old woman with nothing but
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time on her hands. She weighed his every action and measured out doses of love – or misery – according to perceived
transgressions and praiseworthiness, bargaining for his
affection even as she intermittently locked him out of the
house and humiliated him in the company of friends. Trying to make up for lost years, she understood him only as
the child she had left behind and craved his affection even
as her toxic tongue told him what an ungrateful, good-fo’nuttin’ bastard he was, the real reason his father had
skipped out on them. Yuma gave, and like a small-minded
god, she impulsively took away.
“I said I didn’t call,” I continued now, an edge of impatience creeping into my voice.
“I don’t know why, she just doesn’t like you. She thinks
you’re arrogant,” he said, sounding as if he agreed.
“I suppose she would feel better if I was a doormat who
bake cookies and host Sabbath dinners.”
“Just because I show her respect doesn’t mean I’m not
my own man.” His voice, low and flat, told me I’d hit my
mark.
“First you’d have to wipe her breast milk from the corner
of your mouth before you could even fake that. What is it
you want, Reed?”
“Awright, I don’t want to fight. I’m going to Algiers to
play football. Call you when I get back. Let’s go get some
dinner later.”
“Can’t. Have plans already. I’ll call you.”
“When? Where are you going? Who with?” his rapid-fire
questions felt like rifle shots. Pop-pop-pop.
I braced myself for his whine. He didn’t disappoint.
“You always say I don’t try. But when I make time, you
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always have some other crap. That’s cool, though. You still
love me, yuh just won’t admit it.” He waited. “You know I
love you, Indigo.”
The bile rose rapidly to my throat. “Don’t bother. We’re
too far gone for any of that,” I said flatly and hung up.
Reed reminded me of my father in more ways than I
cared to admit. That surface smoothness, the charisma and
charming smile that made women blink away their better
judgment. I could hear Momma’s strident warning, reminding me about the monumental mistake I was making
in dragging out “the Reed problem.”
“I’m warning you. In the end, he’ll be good for shits and
giggles, but don’t fool yourself into thinking he’s the answer. Just because a man plays hard to get emotionally
doesn’t mean he’s worth having.”
“Yes, Momma, I know, I know,” I’d tried to pacify her.
“Yeah, you know, you know,” she’d mimicked. “You’re
not listening, so I’m just wasting my breath! Just like your
father, eh, won’t hear until something dreadful happens.”
“God, Momma, I said I can take care of my business
myself.”
She’d ignored me and plunged on.
“And if he brings yuh a single indigo stem I will get rid
of him myself.”
Indigo.
I had always despised my name. As a child I had instinctively disliked it after I’d heard the naming story my mother bandied about. Her eyes, cloudy with the cataracts of
past hurts had said, “I’m telling you, if a man can’t show
you that he loves you, then just tellin’ you don’t mean a
thing. Me an’ your Daddy, we used to fight like how
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people eat. Cutting and chewing one another ’till we belly
full. ’Im ’ave no sense of responsibility. I get so mad I
coulda kill ’im in ’im sleep.”
Unwillingly enthralled, I hated him more with each story she told.
“But after, here he comes, wid Indigos.”
She would laugh shortly, her voice affecting the silliness
of an English lady.
“Yes, milady. Indigos, imported, from God knows
where.”
I’d thought, I am a flower on an island that does not
produce such flowers, most of whose people had never seen
or inhaled the fragrance of an indigo. After each of the
myriad full-scale wars my father had subtly waged against
my mother, he would ply her with oceans of indigos. By
the time my resentment towards my father had blossomed
into animosity, I carried my name like a weapon.
I thought of her sitting on the waterlogged mattress of
her youth, in a dingy single room, filled with imported indigos.
I thought of this woman, with her mewling baby-girl in
a rat-infested room, dominated by a yawning refrigerator,
bursting with imported indigos. Suffocating from the
stench of indigos.
The stories stuck in my craw; I stopped her the only way
I knew how. After yet another session on the eve of my sixteenth birthday, I had sneered with the spiteful coolness of
a teenager, “He was whoring around when I didn’t have a
crib. Giving you indigos was like throwing a drowning man
a spoon.”
Her eyes had stabbed at me. She’d clicked her tongue
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and spat, “Me nah spit, but you a vomit. You is still a little
girl. What yuh think yuh know ’bout man an’ woman
business?”
I didn’t speak to her for a week.
The phone rang again. Annoyed, I stepped from the tub
and snatched the receiver from its cradle.
“Yes,” I barked, expecting Reed again.
“Aah lawd, Indy, How yuh keepin’ sweetheart?”
It was Adassa, my father’s former concubine, now
anointed wife number two.
Droplets of bath water froze on my back; my underarms
prickled with tension. .
“Adassa.” The name was an icicle.
In typical fashion, she waded through my tone.
“Lawd, I was thinkin’ sey de rain coulda wash yuh wey
in New Orleans but jus’ as soon de sun come dry yuh up
again. Nuh true?”
I skipped the pleasantries. She and I were not now, or
ever had been, friends. If she was calling, something was
wrong. I braced myself.
“What’s going on? How’s Capo? He needs money
again?”
“M’dear, if only it was dat. He been puttin’ off callin’,
but I tell ’im, in de end, is only you ’im can count on.”
Adassa’s whiskey-soaked voice trickled through the telephone.
“Lawd Indy, ’im sick bad. De docta dem say cancer,
maybe.”
The harsh cadences of her voice clawed through my
stomach. The soft thud of the water dripped from my hair
and splattered onto my treasured Aubusson rug as the
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strains of Sam Cooke’s, “A Change is Gonna Come” hurtled towards me in slow motion.
I was born by the river
In a little tent
And just like the river
I’ve been running ever since.
It’s been a long time coming
But I know a change gon’ come.
“Indy?”
“Dying?” I asked tonelessly, “Is he dying?”
Cold fingers slick with sweat drifted across the console
table to the small mahogany bust I’d convinced myself bore
no resemblance to him.
I whispered my own answer. “Of course he’s not dying.
People like him never die. They live so they can suck life
out of the living.”
“But is cancer the doctors sayin.’
“Cancer?” I almost laughed. “He’ll kick its ass or change
its mind.”
Adassa wept quietly into the silence. I wasn’t sure if it
was from her grief or if my words had pained her. Neither
mattered: I refused to be her crying shoulder.
She had enjoyed a starring role in my parents’ brief,
wretched marriage. After their divorce she had promptly
become a permanent fixture in my father’s home. Despite
his roving eye and indiscreet dalliances, she’d clung to him
with cultish devotion. During my visits to his home, she
was my disinterested caretaker. Lena Wade, with her exotic
holidays, French pedicures and political friends, thought
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Adassa common and inconsequential. Knowing this, Adassa had taken a vicious glee in sharing with me the ugly
words my mother spat at her. Despite her outward cool
Lena’s fury was legendary. Daddy would listen to her outbursts, cowed, but somewhat amused. Adassa, however,
could not resist a passive remark or two.
“Everybody haffi eat an’ money doan grow on trees.
Why Lena nuh pay Indigo school fee herself or send de
pickney to public school like everybody else? Indigo not
special!”
My mother would rage with blood in her eyes.
“I gon’ tear ’ar up when I catch ’ar! Dat dirty, drunk
bitch!”
It was true, Adassa was a drunk. Any given Sunday
would find her outrageously inebriated and sound asleep
under my father’s four-poster bed.
Of his legion of women, Lena was the only one my father had chosen to marry, until his recent ill-advised union
with Adassa. Lena’s colossal temper notwithstanding, Adassa considered her untouchable. Fearful perhaps, but undoubtedly cunning, Adassa surmised that I was the weak
link in Lena’s chain. She wielded this knowledge like a machete. During visits to my father’s home, she showed me
bite marks my mother had inflicted and scraps of clothes
torn from her body in a fit of rage. This was a side of my
mother I had never witnessed. I would listen to these tales
with wide-eyed wonder, silently cheering my mother on.
As I’d gotten older I began to understand that Adassa
was more intimidated by Lena’s contempt for her than by
her rage. Lena had managed to rise from her love affair with
my father to succeed where she’d been destined to fail.
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Adassa, on the other hand, continued to perceive her love
for Capo as her reason for being.
Her voice bit into my thoughts.
“If you woulda call more often you woulda know how it
is wid yuh ol’ man. But as tings go we lucky if we get a letter. De likkle pittance yuh sen’ now and den . . . well, yuh
know how Jamaica go.”
“Save it!” I snapped. “I never volunteered to be his caretaker.” I should have been above the sarcasm; I didn’t care
that I wasn’t.
“You both know where each other’s dead is buried;
you’re strong enough to handle this.”
“Now you listen! You is a little wretch jus’ like yuh
mother. Act like the two a yuh is God, lookin’ down on
everybody else. You will listen today ’cause dis phone call
will not be in vain.
“It already is.”
She refused to wilt; there was a message to deliver.
“Yuh know anything good and righteous ’bout ’im? Yuh
know all the badness, but yuh know anything ’bout the
kinda man ’im is? Every year, plus nuff times in between,
’im drive down inna de ghetto, down all de places government and Prime Minister and Members of Parliament forget, and reach out to de suffering youth who live without
mother and father and ’im give dem a likkle money, some
clothes. Capo talk wid dem and show dem a different kinda
life, one betta than the poverty dem live in. When my father kick de bucket from the roots dem put on ’im, the onliest man who help me clean off and dress ’im and sit wid
’im to say goodbye at de gravesite was Capo.”
“So what? That’s more than he ever did for any of us! All
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we ever got were evenings left in bars with his drunken
whores, bounced checks and a belly full of lies. Sell that
guilt trip to somebody else.”
The words tumbled out with a life of their own.
“Mine now, is yuh father.” Her tone held a warning she
had no right to give.
“So his memory still works. Conveniently.”
“’Im waan see you,” she insisted. You. Come . . . before
he go.”
Revulsion and anger took turns with my insides.
“Me? You must be mad! You think I’m coming down
there? For him? Call the others, if you can find them. My
rescue-the-perishing ticket is paid up.”
“You. Capo say you first.”
A war raged in me. My knees buckled at the thought of
life ebbing slowly from the man I neither knew nor understood, the visitor who had always tiptoed around the edges
of my life.
I quietly hung up the phone.

CHAPTER III
“Ms. Joyce and Darryl expecting us. If the feathering is not
the way Tootie likes it, we are in trouble.”
“Ach! I forgot! I have my little mentee from high school
and I’d promised her we’d drive down for a tour of River
Road for a history project she was working on about Evergreen Plantation.
“How much time do I have and how much feathering
are we talking?”
“Work it out just don’t be late Inds ’cause I told Ms.
Joyce we’d go over to her and Tootie’s by 1:00 o’clock and
help feather two costumes for him and Darryl.”
The excitement was started to build and in spite of myself I was thrilled. Almost every year I was in town for
Mardi Gras. Jheanelle and I helped put the final feathers on
the Big Chief’s dazzling costumes. We lived on the same
street growing up and we used to take piano lessons together. For more than fifty years Tootie had been the Big Chief
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of the Yellow Pochantas, the Mardi Gras Indians. He was
in his late seventies now and a few years back he’d passed
his title on to his son Darryl, but he was still Chief of all
chiefs and his costumes were always the prettiest. They legendary, resplendent in their finery; elaborate eight-foot
suits in brilliant colors and motifs, highlighted with handsewn feathers, beads and sequins worn on marches in the
days leading up to Mardi Gras and other celebrations. Yes,
we were proud that he was a National Heritage Fellow, but
we loved that he was our cultural warrior. Last year, when
Salome had written an article on him for Reader’s Digest,
we’d found out that the Mardi Gras black Indian tradition
dated back to the 1880s, when Tootie’s great-uncle Becate
Batiste was part of creating the Creole Wild West, one of
the oldest Mardi Gras Indian tribes in the city. Whatever
the origin, he was a New Orleans treasure and I was glad to
be even a small part of it. The Indians were getting ready
for St. Joseph’s night and there’d be a march tomorrow
night in Seventh Ward with the other tribes. The full costumes wouldn’t be revealed until the chiefs were good and
ready.
Issa had become my mentee a few weeks ago after I’d
participated in a panel discussion at her high school on
greater encouragement for girls to take an interest in the
hard sciences. I’d started tutoring her in Chemistry then
we’d both agreed that we were open to something stronger
with fluid borders. We finished the Evergreen Tour almost
an hour early. By 12:00 p.m. we were headed back to the
city to meet Jheanelle outside the French market, not far
from where she was dancing second line in a local brass
band. We got to the market, the drums were starting off,
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then the trumpets and trombones began rolling into Mardi
Gras in New Orleans. Issa and I danced with the band for a
few rounds, hot stepping and waving our colored handkerchief as they played ‘Second Line.’ The kids joined in, and
in no time, everybody was strutting and peacocking down
the street and fanning themselves with their bandanas. The
bass drum player twirled his beater in the air, the drummer
threw up his sticks up and bounced them off the ground,
then the music shimmied to a halt, only to start up again
seconds later with a new ferocity. By the time it was over,
we were all sweating and laughing and ready for feathering.
When we arrived Ms. Joyce was in her kitchen with
some of her grandchildren and a few neighborhood women. She waved us in, pointed us in the direction of the costumes and made sure we had enough orange and yellow
beads before she went back to her work.
The news was on in the living room and the newscaster’s
nasal, slightly excited voice was recounting a bombing in
Kabul. Last October, American and allied jets had launched
their first strikes on Afghanistan and now our troops were
steamrolling through Kabul hunting down the Taliban and
somehow it was all connected to the Towers that were still
aflame in my mind. We were going to be safer soon, victory
was near, the news reports declared, but somehow I doubted it. All around us on tables and the giant china closet
were brightly decorated tambourines, beat drums, cowbells
and beer bottles the Indians would use in their chanting
later that night but mostly for the big day.
We were still settling in when Jheanelle said. “Girl, you
haven’t lost a beat since we were teenagers! I don’t know
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how you stayed way so long but we’re glad you’re back.
You settlin’ in okay? I’ma come roun’ and help you with
those curtains in the living room.”
“Yep, Great! Most of my stuff is here and I’m almost finished decorating. I’m pretty sure at least two antique stores
on Magazine Street are making their numbers on the simple fact that I
cannot say no to their splendid little treasures!” I rubbed
my hands in glee.
“Marc wants you to come out with us this Friday or
maybe we’ll just hang out in the back yard, do some grilling. Bring that guy if you want to.”
“Uhm no, that I won’t do, but maybe me and Issa will
pop in or come by when Salome gets back. Oh! Come see
the design pieces I made for the set! I remodeled an old table with a marble top that’s gonna be great for that scene
where the grandfather dies.”
Jheanelle’s new play was opening at the Marigny Opera
House and I’d been designing a few set pieces for it and
playing with light and dark materials that reflected her
themes.
“Good! I didn’t think you’d have time, ’cause opening
night is right after Mardi Gras. I’m coming through to see
it, chile, you know I love your stuff!”
When Issa slipped into the back yard with the older kids,
she whispered, “Are things better with Mr. Guy?”
I shrugged. “No, that ship has sailed, the fumes are just
lingering in the harbor. It’s all things I should have
known.”
“Don’t be too hard on yourself.” she offered distractedly.
“Everybody’s painted a cat a lion then get mad when it re-
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fuse to roar.” She reached for more of the sparkly green
feathers and some thread. “You just got back anyway,
where’d you find him already?”
“You don’t remember this? It’s a refresh. I met him that
year I moved back here. He built that greenhouse for your
sister and Marc saw the job and asked him to build that roll
top desk and book case for your anniversary? Remember?”
She made a face, and then, “Oh yes! The one in the
study! He is something else – what a talent! All my friends
wanted him to make furniture after they saw what he made.
You know he built the furniture for my mother’s place
when she was moving back to Charleston.”
I couldn’t help a small smile of pride. “I heard; he can
make anything look like a show piece.”
“Marc told him if he wanted to open his own shop he
would help him with anything he needed. He started putting a plan together but after a while, nothing.”
“No surprise there either.”
“How was your last venture out?”
I cocked my head. “In a toss up it and Chinese water
torture, I’d start the drip myself.”
She threw back her head and laughed. “Whaaat? What’s
the arguing about?”
For our last outing, we couldn’t decide between Black
Hawk Down or that Nicole Kidman movie. Instead, we’d
settled on our own epic showdown in the mall parking lot,
our voices peaking in a fiery crescendo, punctuated by
sharp slams of car doors. We fought about everything and
nothing: casual, insipid lies; intentional slights, the recent
slate of late night hang-ups when he slept over. But this
time, these weren’t the real reasons; my mind was else-
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where. This was a dress rehearsal for the bigger production
going on in my head.
“Stupid things. Why’d I need so many books anyway?
Why didn’t I cook more? It was stupid to travel all over
when I hadn’t been to Jamaica for years.”
“Well, that’s a fight nobody’s gonna win. He doesn’t
know that by now?”
“The one time he invited me over to his place for dinner,
he spent most of the evening eyeing the front door, scared
to death to come home unexpectedly.”
“Can you imagine if she had? Please, please, please tell
me that story again about you and her at church again.”
“No. Are you listening to me? I can’t believe you’re still
talking about that.”
What had gotten me, the thing that had turned to straw
the curry chicken he’d made was the smorgasbord of colognes, watch boxes and sneakers that turned his narrow,
unkempt room into sale day at a Macy’s super store when
almost every week he needed money for gas and to pay the
only bill his mother insisted was his responsibility.
“I saw myself snatching one of those sneakers, strapping
them on and track-starring it to the door. I made up some
ridiculous excuse and made my way out.” With Aunt Mercie’s caution ringing in my ear, “Yuh hand inna lion mouth,
tek time tek it out.”
“Did you find sneakers in your size to help?” She
laughed so hard Ms. Joyce poked her head out to see what
we were up and probably to make we weren’t messing up
the stitching.
I giggled helplessly. “You’re an idiot, Jheanelle.” I kicked
out my heel. “Those are strapped on now.”
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After I started spending more weekends sculpting, the
chasm widened. I’d tried to invite him in, but my efforts
were mostly met with barely audible grunts of disinterest
and rude dismissals like the “Rodin was a fag who could
draw” comment. Mostly he talked about a longed-for trip
to Jamaica so he could show his old friends how well he
was good things were going, that he was flourishing. I understood his pride was raw and recognized his rantings as
howls of agony. He had yet to gain his footing in a country
he barely understood and got by on the rough scrabble hustle and under-the table living that was as legitimate as a
nine-to-five back home.
“You know what he said? My bread was buttered here –
American life, he called it – that I’d forgotten what Kingston was really like. Maybe he’s right.”
She glanced up as she gingerly applied the red glitter
then passed the bottle to me. Tootie would spot if even one
feather was out of place and we’d probably never get to
come back.
“Doesn’t he know you didn’t know that life in Jamaica?
Or, maybe that’s the problem. There’s nothing wrong with
that,” she shrugged. “We couldn’t all be cut from the same
cloth. Heck, I sure couldn’t be.”
Yes, I thought, but something about the curl of his lips,
made me reticent to say so. I’d drawn the line at explaining
myself and giving excuses for holding close the things that
fed my soul.
I strung the needle slowly then pressed it into the delicate turquoise-colored feather. “Yeah, it’s cutting loose
time. We both know it. Right before I left we had an argument and he told me I was a fraud, that I’d copied a
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drawing I’d done of a bust I’d been working on.”
Something had broken between us then. The sweet life
of his street corner friends beckoned, I knew. The shimmer
at their wrists, quick-trips out-of-town and a never-ending
fleet of spanking new cars; I was leery of it all. After that,
I’d left him to his own devices, feeding the yawning silences
with indifference, and lately, disdain.
“What’d he say when you told him about the lead engineer assignment for that pollution project?”
I shook my head. “You should have seen his face. Something like a snarl in his congratulations then I can see his
hand tighten on my thigh whenever I pick up my sculpting
sketches.”
By the time Simone became a blip on my radar, all that
was left was our shadow selves battling the perennial push
and pull of the ebbing tide. Neither of us had the courage
to let go nor the fortitude to swim with hope for fairer
shores.
“Ah ha! I am a feathering goddess!” She held up her side
of the luxurious feathered cape. My work here is done. But
tell me again, what’s the plan? You’re tying yourself up to
put in a box for some guy that’s turned out not to be your
bag? To prove what again? I’m confused.”
I pushed the beaded cloth away and roughly ran my
hands over my face. I could hear Issa in the back scolding
the boy that had been bedeviling about snatching her handerkerchief from around her neck.
“I might have to see what’s going on with my father in
Jamaica. His wife called,” I said in a rush.
“He’s still there? When was the last time you went to see
him anyhow?’
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I flicked my hand dismissively, “Who knows?” I lied.
“Ages ago.So long I don’t remember. Everybody’s not dady
material.”
But I did remember and hadn’t stopped remembering
since Adassa had called. Seven years had passed since my
last trip to Jamaica and before that I hadn’t seen my father
since the week before I’d left the island for good. That August, the impulse to visit Capo had caught me unawares. It
was the summer of my third year at Dartmouth and all was
right with my world. College had given me a patina of
confidence that made me invincible, insulated. I’d been
thinking about a drive into Port Antonio and then Runaway Bay and I remembered the last time we’d all piled into
the back of his pick-up to visit my grandfather’s grave. For
the visit, I’d dressed with a peculiar caution, triple checking
the belt of the bodice, that the skirt brushed my knees and
that my hair fell just so. That sweltering Saturday, I’d taken
a cab from our old home in St. Andrew parish to my father’s claptrap office in the bowels of Western Kingston.
From the back seat of the taxicab, I took in the scenery
with nostalgia and dismay.
Waltham Park had deteriorated into a slum.
Pot-bellied children with wizened faces and fatigued eyes
played in the murky water flowing from side-street gutters.
The stench of the roadside fish markets commingled with
the alluring scent of bougainvillea flowers and over-ripe
pomegranate fruit. Teenaged boys, their granite jaws carved
with twin fingers of hunger and despair, prowled about
with a fluid grace, watching silently for their next prey.
White-washed walls were splattered with political graffiti.
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Batty-boy PJ Patterson sabotage ghetto youth.
Fire and Brimstone pon PNP party.
Three parties and ghetto youth not dancing.
Young girls – one not more than fourteen! – flirted unabashedly with idling bus drivers. Like drooping hors
d’oeuvres laid out on a tarnished platter, they paraded gamine bodies buttressed by reckless bravado and the allure of
youth. Purpose shone on coltish legs like a second skin. As
the taxi crawled through the bustling traffic, I caught snippets of conversation.
“Aayy!! Drop of piece of what yuh get down the wharf a
mi house.”
“Jus’ cool. Everything is everything.”
The young girl, eyes, brimming with promise and defeat,
called out again,
“Come check me at the house later. I ’ave something
special jus’ fi you.”
“Mmmm. I hope is piece of your meat.”
The taxi screeched to a halt inches from the car in front
of us. We’d narrowly missed a speeding country bus
crammed with passengers. The conductor screamed something vile. The beef patty and coco bread I’d had for breakfast felt lodged in my throat.
I exaggerated my patois, attempting to hide my “foreignness.” If he thought I was American with almighty US
dollars, the cost of the fare would increase.
“See di money for yuh fare dey.” I thrust $200 Jamaican
dollars at the driver.
His dreadlocks shook as he chuckled.
“Is who you a gi’ dat?” He made a face as if I’d offered
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him pork. “It cost $500 fi drive to dis jungle. Everybody
know dat.”
“So much? When di fare get so high?”
“Who yuh think yuh foolin’? I man must look like a idiot.” The last word stretched like a rubber band.
“What you a chat ’bout?” I put on my best screw-face
imitation.
“Is yuh shoes,” he declared with a smirk. “Dem is a dead
give-away. Yuh might born a Jamaica, but you is a Yankee
gyal now. An’ see how de mosquito dem bite up yuh pretty
skin.”
His fingers reached towards me, lightly caressing my
sun-darkened arm. The touch was both a pinch and a caress. Snatching my arm away, I threw the extra dollars at
him and slammed out of the car.
My father’s office was a two-room shotgun set-up
hitched to his old restaurant. No phone call or telegram
had announced my arrival. As I made my way gingerly up
the walkway, two ground lizards circled each other in what
would no doubt become a dance of death. Emerald skins
glittered and writhed under the relentless Caribbean sun.
Seconds later, the smaller lunged for the other’s throat, viciously clawing at flesh and eyes, tails lashing the still air. I
thought briefly of myself at seven or eight, crouched in a
corner as ground lizards fought mercilessly in the open
yard. Jesus, I hated being here. My visit was a courtesy gesture, so that I could assure my mother and my Aunt Mercie
that I had done my duty. They both wanted to rub my success in his face. A full academic scholarship had paved
the way to Dartmouth and I’d been working steadily towards the graduate Engineering program at MIT or Johns
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Hopkins. My mother still wanted to play show and tell,
“Look what I have created in spite of you. Except for fingers and toes, she is all me and no you.”
Fate’s s sleight of hand counted me among the fortunate
and the promising, for there is no shame more profound
than a young belly in the eyes of Jamaican immigrants
hungry for success and acceptance in their adopted homeland. Aunt Mercie would often rub my feet and say, “You
are the stone that the builder refused, becoming the head
cornerstone.” I was, I understood, the embodiment of their
potential, of tangible worth. Throughout high school, I’d
basked in their pride and it was years before I begun to
chafe against the tentacles of claustrophobia.
Dancehall music drowned out the noise in my head. The
lyrics of veteran Peter Tosh competed with new blood, Junior Gong. A barely discernible throb of anxiety belied my
college girl swing. I ignored it and concentrated instead on
the heat of the pavement burning holes in my sandals. Bedecked in an immaculately tailored 3-piece suit, a crisp fedora festooned with rich plumage perched precariously on
his head, was the man I knew as father. I smiled thinly:
Capo had always been a dapper dresser.
In the moments before he noticed me I watched him in
rapt conversation. His gestures were deliberate, unhurried;
as usual, he listened with quiet intensity as if the speaker
spoke a foreign language and he waited for the meaning
behind the words. He turned suddenly towards the slap of
my sandals. No surprise registered on his face, only a vague
pleasure as if I’d come from just across the way on a visit
he’d expected all along. He nodded his goodbye to his
companion then called out, “Hey, my girl! What you doin’
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all the way down here? I thought you had thrown us over
for life in the States. Just talkin’ ’bout you the other day.
Talkin’ bout my big daughter dat sharper than all dem cats
in New Orleans. You can smoke dem ’cause you smart like
yuh Daddy.” His snakeskin shoes glistened with his smile.
Leaning into his embrace, I allowed myself to pretend
for a few heartbeats. He smelled as he always had, of fresh
marijuana, Jamaican white rum, and Old Spice. His body
was thin and taut like a dancer’s and his eyes were the color
of brushed sable. His skin was the same cocoa color I recalled as a child; the cadence of Harlem still highlighted his
words.
“Helloo Capo! It’s been a long time, eehh. You’re still
the snappy dresser. Where did you get this one?”
It was, I’d discovered, easier to hate him on the phone.
Whenever I saw him the hard-edged antagonism fell away
to be replaced by scraps of antipathy intermingled with a
hazy contentment to be in his presence. An earnest conversation with him often felt like sitting at the feet of Aesop.
Nuggets of wisdom culled from his life were precious souvenirs to which his friends held fast.
“Aah, you notice your old man still have good taste. I
pick this one up in Miami a few months ago. Man, those
girls on the beach love me, yuh see! A young investment
banker-chick pick this out fuh me. Is one of my favorites
and look like I wear it on the right day.”
I felt a twinge that he had not thought to call me while
he was in the States. I pushed it aside and followed him
into his office. It was a monument to chaos. An aged mahogany desk his father had carved – the same desk that I
used to play on as a child – was covered with an assortment
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of old books, torn spreadsheets and dog-eared car magazines. The floor was covered with an invincible sheet of dirt
and congealed globs of food. I removed a stale, half eaten
plate of food from a rickety, old chair and sat down gingerly. The pungent odor of over-flowing wastebaskets chased
fresh air from the room. I worried that the smell would
cling stubbornly to my clothes and stalk me throughout the
day. I fought the urge to run into the streets, screaming like
a banshee.
“You have grown up to be a beauty.” His voice, quietly
intense, cut through my dreams of flight.
“Your character shows in your face. Makes you more
than just pretty. Most chicks these days satisfy wid just
that. Mind now, I’m not saying this because I’m yuh Daddy.”
I believed him; he held none of the bias parents have towards their children. It came from a stranger making an
off-handed observation. As if reading my mind, he said,
“I bet you didn’t know that your great-grandmother was
from Senegal and my side of people is Maroons. You have
her bone structure, even though you have a little of your
mother’s red coloring.”
“You forget you’ve told me this, what, a million times.” I
rolled my eyes, determined to be flip. “The exact same sentence, but you always say it like it’s a discovery.”
It had snuck up on me. Now, secretly, I was looking
forward to spending the day with him. I wanted to pretend
for just a while that I was returning to secure, welcoming
arms, that knew me and were rock solid. His faults and
shortcomings would fall away like leaves from a changing
tree and he’d pull my hair, brush kisses along my forehead,
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and reminisce about what a tyrant I’d been as a two-year
old. But that was really an old fantasy.
Many of the evenings I’d spent at Capo’s house ended in
rambling conversations, which mostly entailed him asking
questions, setting up scenarios and challenging my answers
as he sipped from a glass, and I, watching him, sipped ginger beer from a plastic cup. These quizzes were not of the
who’s-your-best-friend, what’s-your-favorite-color variety.
Those seemed as alien to him as Mars. Instead, he’d ask,
“So what you think about this teachers’ strike wid the kids
don’t have teachers and the teachers say they can’t get a fair
shot? He’d listen to my answer then say, “So you think individual rights over group benefit or what?” Or “If you
were Prime Minister Manley and the IMF give yuh millions of dollars, what you gon’ spend it on first: education,
food or imports? Never something for nothing. How you
gon’ pay it back? You prefer isolation over integration for
self-preservation? Is that what you sayin’? Sometimes in the
hours before the bar filled up and spilled over with people
and music, he’d perch me on the countertop of the bar and
teased out, even courted, my opinions. We talked about the
world I inhabited and what I observed about the goings-on
around me. Not my child’s world of toys and frogs and imagined monsters but my understanding and gauge of the
world I was coming to know. They were curious, spellbinding conversations these, nothing like that the ones at home;
no-one hustling me out of rooms while the “big people”
talked or the admonishment not to ask questions or offer
opinions in the company of adults, although there were
times too when I missed that order, that reassurance that
someone reliable was in charge. There were also darker,
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troubling incidences. That time he’d bullied me into befriending the palm-tree tall, Rastafarian swaddled in long,
blindingly white Jesus robe, walking down Spanish Town
road with a bundle of straw brooms balanced on his shoulder. At seven, I’d found his clothes and smell bewildering
and thought he was more than a little frightening, but my
reticence had incensed Capo and he’d made me shake his
hand and proffer a hug. Some Saturday evenings he’d leave
me at his friend Ouida’s bar off King’s Street while he went
on his usual meanderings. Hour after hour, the same platoon of blurry eyed drunks held court on the battered,
overworked stools until dusk; they were barely intelligible
or recognizable. A few who’d set up shop for the afternoon,
silently capitulated to the dictates of their poison and collapsed at last where they sat, limbs splayed across their
stretch of the bar. Others wilted – mid-drink – into their
stools as the action bustled around them. Over and over I’d
count the stars popping across the sky and wondered if he’d
forgotten where he’d left me.
Often, after meeting someone for the first time, Capo
exercised the uncanny ability to burrow his way into their
souls, discovering gems of information they were often unaware of themselves. Countless times I’d watched him pick
apart the armor most people strapped themselves into with
a few incisive questions. Prodding and poking friends and
strangers, they eventually revealed minute pieces of their
secret selves and the stark fears and desires their deceptions
hid. Yet I’d never seen him turn that laser-like intensity
inwards. Recently, I’d found myself cultivating the same
analytical ability. I’d enjoyed it, like a favorite toy. Then I
had remembered that it was probably an unwitting gift
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from him and decided that I didn’t like it anymore.
I pushed aside a crate of empty soda bottles to make a
seat. Suddenly, a silent figure emerged from the shadows of
the adjacent room. She looked like a magnificent Masai
warrior: noble, with machete-sharp cheekbones and dark,
flashing eyes. As we stared at each other in silence, my father’s voice became background noise. Her eyes raked my
face, demanding an explanation for my presence. I glanced
at Capo and caught a sardonic smile on his face.
Capo spoke into the lengthening silence.
“So what’s up with this school you go to? They teaching
you anything of use in the real world?”
“I think so.” I answered dryly. “After several hundred
years they’ve figured out a few things by now.” To soften it,
I offered, “The Engineering program is one of the best. My
professors think I have a shot at Johns Hopkins.”
“Hhmm. That would be something else, eh? I don’t see
why not . . . if you can manage it. Not too many girl engineers ’bout de place. What kind of work you wanna do?”
Before I could answer, he asked, “Did I ever tell you,
when I was ’bout twenty-five or so I move to Cape Town
then to a village name Umtata in South Africa? Where
Mandela hail from.”
He retraced the map of his life in South Africa, bobbing
and weaving, remembering and reliving. He looked at me
as he spoke, but his eyes passed through me and into a time
when neither the girl nor I existed, into a space in which he
owed nothing to himself or to anyone.
“One of favorite journey in the world was when the ship
would sail in from the Atlantic into the coast. That first
look at Table Mountain. I used to check this old spiritual
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man, a shaman for de village. Mine now, not a voodoo
worker, but a spiritualist.
“Two days walk wid nothing but a piece of yam, some
dry fish and a name on a scrap of paper.” He winked and
added, “An’ a little question I was always asking myself.”
“What’s that?”
“It different for all of we. You have one too, you just
don’t know it yet.”
The girl preened in the mirror, with the conceit of a cat
cleaning itself. Suddenly, she laughed throatily and said,
“Capo, you tell me this story the same night we drive go
Santa Cruz. She eyed me as she smoothed her eyebrows
with spit. “’Im good pon de road, yuh see!” Then added for
good measure, “especially in de dark.”
“Oh?” I smiled slyly. You’ve heard this story, have you?
So I take it you can actually find South Africa on a map?”
God only knew where he found them.
She ignored me. “When we can go again, Daddy?
There’s still tings I can show you.” She glanced at me. “An’
you can show me.”
There was something in her face: a combination of fawning adoration outdone only by a cloying grabbiness. But
Capo handled her with the casual offhandedness that he
used towards all his women.
The girl unwrapped her head wrap to reveal a swath of
midnight hair. Another fly in the ointment. My eyes narrowed as I stared intently at him, willing him to read my
mind. But his fingers were busily concocting a round of his
specialty: pomegranate juice and white rum with dried
mint leaves. All this way, after all this time for the same old
dance.
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She is a dirty coolie girl, I thought with gleeful maliciousness. An old Jamaican phrase came to mind; I fingered
it like a lucky coin: “In Jamaica we don’t count coolie people and when we do, we count two fi one.” I put the coin
in my pocket and turned back to Capo.
He continued, “I meet the spiritualist and ’im lock me in
his shack for about three days. Pour me a drink, babe.” He
swatted her ass and she scampered away with a satisfied giggle.
“Are we going to catch up alone? Or am I supposed to
waste my day with you and this . . . person?”
“C’mon, Indigo. Just cool nuh, man. Plenty of time to
catch up later. Dis is the real ting I givin’ yuh. In yuh bigtime University they only teach science and logic and how
to ask questions they already have the answers to.”
He continued, “This man, they call him Ogbanje Tempu
. . . he put this mixture dat look like dried ashes mix with
paste on mi face. ’Im chant and pray fi a while and den ’im
leave de room. I could hear the wind howling like crazy
outside, all of a sudden. Den ’im come back and blow
something fine in my face again den point to a corner an’
show me my spiritual self.”
“I don’t believe you.” I lied.
“Serious. No color, no clothes or jewelry. Nothing physical. ’Im just show me who I am in the Gap. Small and gigantic at the same time. Last ’bout fifty seconds, but Indy,
dat image of me was blazing fire, what was the top of my
head look like a burning bush. No bullshit.”
He looked off into space and rocked slightly. “Can’t ever
forget dat one.”
“You always come up with these ridiculous stories. Why
can’t you just ever tell the truth?”
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“Everybody . . . at some point have to find and see their
true self, Indy. Remember dat. No matter where you go,
there you are.”
He fell silent, the rocking was almost imperceptible.
Then he said, “An’ he told me my real name.”
“I’m supposed to believe that you’ve been anointed by
fire?”
“Belief kills and belief cures but remember life is ’bout
de journey itself, not all the crap we pick up along the way
and tell we self we can’t live without.”
I looked around the office. “This wisdom of King Solomon and this is what you have to show for it.”
His eyes narrowed. “You more like me dan yuh know.
You soon understand. One day.”
I stuck my tongue out at his back. “Of course you’ll bring
this one on the journey to enlightenment. For company.”
The previously silent girl leapt suddenly to her feet. Her
stool fell to the cracked floor.
“Star, why yuh chat suh much, eeh? Dats why me nuh
like schoolgirl! Yuh get a likkle schooling and start think
yuh betta dan everybody.”
Bamboo-like arms gestured wildly. Her fingernails had
been chewed mercilessly until they were now transparent
slashes across her fingertips, punctuated by gouges of blood.
My eyes raked over her, slow and deliberate. “And what
do you do for a living? Besides the obvious? Of course as
soon as he’s done with you, you can always crawl back to
whatever squatters’ quarters he found you under.”
“I bet if I stab yuh inna yuh neck you will shut up.”
I shrugged. “I’ll give you one dollar if you can spell your
name.”
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Capo’s voice, amused and patient, interjected.
“That’s enough. Everybody have a little drink and enjoy
de evening. See if we can’t be civil for just a spell, eh?”
Her hands grasped and slapped her lightly flared hips,
lifting her skirts high above her knees. In one swift, fluid
motion, she flashed her sagging underwear at me in an ageold gesture from the bowels of Kingston’s ghettoes. It said
more than words ever could: of her disrespect and contempt; it declared, even if I was his woman, I was nothing
to her and she would have him regardless. From the flurry
of her skirts came a potent whiff of dried scallions, herbs
and a vagina growing impatient for a good wash.
“You need some acid in yuh face,” she snapped.
Capo stepped in; the joke had become tiresome. “Indigo,
this is Emilene. Em, this is one of my younger daughters.
Indigo lives in New Orleans in the States.”
Emilene’s smile, radiant and unabashed, appeared like a
magician’s street trick. Her full, mocha-brown lips
stretched open, revealing a row of shiny pink gums.
Now I was welcome.

We sat on the verandah watching sunlight slowly ebb to a
dull glow. The evening breeze flirted with the goose pimples along my arms. Capo had ordered oxtail with butter
beans, sweet potatoes, green bananas and roast yam. My
mouth watered in anticipation of the meal, but I was distracted by the dull drone of pitch-black horse flies that
hovered above a wet spot on the hassock in the corner. No
one else had noticed. After about an hour of playing nice,
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Emilene had slipped away and Capo and I eased into the
rhythm of our conversation.
“Yuh kickin’ dis University ting in de ass, eh? Engineering? That’s wilder dan I coulda imagine.” He patted my
hand. “Dats what I always love ’bout you, yuh do what yuh
put yuh mind to. Not scared a nuthin.”
My watch suddenly needed adjustment. I fiddled with it
for as long as I could before I said, “You think so, eh?” I
challenged. “How would you know?”
“C’mon kiddo. Even though we don’t spend a whole lotta time together, I’m still your old man. I know you’re the
best and the brightest. Yuh grandfather was chief engineer
for Jamaica Railroad in ’bout 1918 or so. Brains in yuh
blood.”
“My professors think Hopkins or even MIT might be
real possibilities.” I tried not to simper.
He pulled an eyeglass case from his pocket and extracted
a blunt. After inspecting it for several seconds, he said,
“Always had a helluva brain in yuh head, even when yuh
was five. An’ love to read,” he shook his head. “Anything
yuh put yuh mind to, you’ll do good. Don’t need a professor to tell me dat.”
The smile formed without my consent, spreading across
my face, tweaking the corners of my eyes.
“The work is brutal; I live at the library. But I like it.” I
allowed myself a small measure of pride. “I’m good at it.”
In one fluid motion he lit the blunt and dragged the
fumes deep into his lungs. “This is what yuh want,
though?”
“Sure.” I barely looked up from my plate.
Smoke streamed from his nostrils. He let the quiet settle,
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then said, “All the schools you go when yuh was a kid, they
all the schools Lena wanted to go, but couldn’t.”
The hairs on my arms prickled. “So? What of it?”
“Be sure, kiddo, dat dis Engineering ain’t fuh other people, dat yuh not livin’ out yuh mother and yuh Aunt Mercie fantasy.”
I studied the chipped tines of the fork. “Engineering requires brilliance and ingenuity and vision and I have all of
that. To create water systems and . . .”
“Lotsa ways hands and brain can do the same thing.” He
flicked the ashes from the blunt.
“Build, create, invent. All of we ’ave a artist inside.
Countless ways to leave your fingerprints round the place
suh people will remember yuh in dis spot.”
“Art?” I laughed. You think I should try being an artist? I
love art. New Orleans is choking with starving artists. But
engineering is a career, I use my brain.”
He shrugged and took another hard drag. “If yuh say so.
Nothin’ beat dancing to our tune.”
Before I could respond, he asked, “You got a cat you
dig’?”
“A little,” I said sheepishly, “But he just transferred out
of Dartmouth. I’m trying to negotiate things, see how we
can make it work.”
He peered at me through the smoke. “For what? What
mek yuh want to keep him long term, before you know
him inside and out?”
“I like him.” I said firmly. “He’s worth the long distance
hassle, I think.”
“Life is like a puzzle.”
“How’s that?”
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“Jus’ keep livin,’ don’t try to bend things to your own
will all de time. When yuh fix a puzzle, sometimes yuh try
to stick the wrong piece in a hole yuh swear it should be
in.” His fingers arranged the imaginary pieces together. “It
don’t work and yuh get pissed and frustrated. Forget the
pattern in yuh head an’ just let it go and keep doin’ the
rest, all the right pieces will fall into de right places. Sometimes effortlessly at just the time dey should.”
Dusk encroached. We moved into the front room and
sat in the soft darkness with our knees touching. The tiny
spark of the blunt had long gone out but the pungent scent
hung in the air like a shroud. For the first time he quizzed
me about my friends and ex-boyfriends; goals and interests,
calling me on my choices and motives. He listened to my
answers as I laid out my reasoning, some of which I’d never
spoken aloud to anyone.
The loud, intrusive clang of the outer gate broke into our
exchange. An excited group of wandering goats pushed
their way in to enjoy a meal from the leaves of a nearby
hedge of crotons.
“Is good to see you, baby girl, ’cause you know since yuh
Daddy live down here and you live all the way over there I
don’t get to see you or hear from you as often as I would
like. But you know I love you jus’ the same. All I want is to
love you and feel deep in my bones sey you love me too. I
want to put all these things out on the table now.
“You know I getting up there in age,” he continued, “De
doctor sey everything cool, is just these cataracts cloud up
my vision every now and then.”
I reached for something warm and sympathetic to say
but came away empty-handed. I allowed the silence to swirl
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around us and waited some more. I felt his gaze searching
my face for secure footpaths along which he could navigate.
He went on, “The last two girls getting older now.” He
glanced sideways at me. “Is yuh sisters dem after all.”
“No they’re not!” I spat. “They’re your spawns. Nothing
to do with me.”
The smile looked like a wince. I know you woulda see it
dat way. Still, they both say they want to be just like you
when they grow up. Mavis, she just turn five, but she want
to go a big-time University in the States too.”
He laughed with unconcealed pride.
“I know yuh blame me for a lotta tings, tings yuh mother tell yuh ’bout the kind of man I was. But all dat in de
past, you see? I tryin’ to deal wid tings between you and
me. Family tings dat me and you can handle together. I
know I wasn’t always de best father.”
“I don’t care about that anymore,” I said evenly.
“Mommy and Aunt Mercie more than filled your shoes.”
I leaned closer. A weak light filtered through the latticework and stenciled patterns across his face.
“All the tings yuh feel yuh went through without me,
well, at least yuh past the worse. I getting’ up there and
probably won’t be around to see these kids get to your age.
When your College finish and you can move out on your
own, have some freedom and mek your own choices. Mind
like yours can’t be cooped up all the time.”
I wasn’t sure where he was going. “That’s inevitable.” I
said slowly.
“Yuh still playin’ chess?” he asked me now as he pulled
out his old chess board. “Like I teach you?”
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I looked it over, smiling and incredulous. “Jeez Capo, is
this the same one?
“The one and the same. Hope you not too big to play
yuh likkle old father.”
“That’s right! Get ready to get your hat handed to you,
old man, I’ve learned a few tricks since the last time.”
I was going to teach him a thing or two about what the
chess I now played. He’d taught me to play when I was
about six and I’d taken to it almost immediately. As I’d sat
on his lap, he’d drummed in the basic strategies: controlling the center of the board, developing the knights before
bishops, never moving the same piece twice in an opening.
His motto was that good chess strategy dictated that you
develop your pieces, then made moves that threatened your
opponent’s pieces. How many times had I played him in
my head, cu
“You learn anything new since the last time?” he sniffed
as he blew on his fingers.”
The game started simply enough, and I immediately set
about trying to control the center. My best defense was a
good offense – as long as I was attacking I could control
play.
“Jacinthe is nothing like Lena.”
I glanced at him, but his expression gave away nothing.
This aggressive play had always annoyed him, who’d always
tried to teach me balance.
“No kidding.”
“She’s not a go-getter kinda girl and she not so strong.
She going to need someone to help her and the kids along.
Yuh get me?”
It was a distraction I was barely listening to. “Why are
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you telling me all this? They still have both parents now,
even if you think you have one foot in the grave.”
“Indigo, put me an’ you aside for a minute. “ His hand
hovererd over is piece; I watched like a hawk.
“I need you to help me raise dem kids, help dem get a
good start with dem education so dey can be on the same
footing yuh mother put you on.”
I paused and looked at him for a full minute, but he had
trouble meeting my eyes.
“This is what this is all about? Reeling me in?” Shame
made my voice lower than I intended. “You wanted a
young chick and babies, have at it. It’s got nothing to do
with me.”
My play turned vicious. He was castling to safeguard his
King, but I refused to do it, despite the obvious benefits.
He used it now to his advantage. For every move I made,
he retreated then went on the defensive, lulling me toward
a critical mistake.
“Aw c’mon. I’m sorry ’bout all what gone past. But
maybe it work out better for you in de long run. I know
you think you know everything wid yuh College education
and ting, but jus’ listen to your old man for a minute. I
need . . . yuh see . . . you’re grown and yuh on the way to
big tings. You know how Jamaica run. You need brains,
money and more dan a little help to mek yuh way out. You
live in foreign an’ you don’t know what these girls will have
to deal wid before life really begin. Remember, dem is yuh
blood, too.”
I quickly moved my knights out to support the attack.
Capo played more conservatively, employing the Kings Indian Defense, which he probably felt made sense because it
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played to my strengths. Then he deliberately ceded to white
control of center with the pawns. The trick, of course, was
for me to believe I had manipulated him into this position.
He’d gotten me good. I felt like a twelve-year old, caught
exposed and unprepared. Momma had warned me, but I’d
allowed myself to forget. If there was a bridge to sell, he’d
sell it and demand change; if there was candy to be stolen,
he’d swipe it and not lose a minute’s sleep. He was, I reminded myself, the best con man in the game. He was
vaguely contrite, but matter-of-fact about his noninvolvement.
We traded pawns then shit! I made a costly mistake.
“Who playin’ dis ting, you or yuh emotions?”
In looking to further develop my king-side attack, I
brought the queen’s bishop into the attack and quickly lost
it. He didn’t bother to hide the sneer. Burned by the lesson, I tried to recover quickly and the game turned into
one of attrition, with both of us losing key pieces. When
we finally agreed to call end it neither gaining an overwhelming position.
I stood up abruptly. “There’s no chance in hell!” I hissed.
“None! I’m not getting saddled with your problems. You
deal.”
“I don’t want to make the same mistakes I made with
the other girls. I’m not blind yet, I know you don’t have
too much respect for me but I want to change things and
mek sure all my girls know each other as a family. I feel sey
you, wid yuh motha’s training, open a clear path for the
future an’ I want you to help the younger ones walk down
it.”
I chuckled, letting him see the disdain. “You should
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probably cut down on the smoking.” I nodded to the filled
ash tray. “Even you know that’s never going to happen.”
“If yuh even help them get to your old Prep school . . .
think where it could put dem years from now.”
“Not a chance. After everything? You are sick. You don’t
even know how to be ashamed.”
Somehow I felt that it was I who should be ashamed of
my instinctive rejection. Even so, my distaste and unwillingness seemed but a momentary inconvenience as he skillfully switched our roles: I became the selfish, self-absorbed
one and he the one with a justifiable need.
The frost on my face hid a maelstrom of emotions, mostly a seething resentment that he should look to me for help
and sympathy. He had wheedled and slithered his way out
of paying tuition at the very school he now wanted his
children to attend and now expected me to impart the
guidance I had not received from him. Indeed the way had
been paved: I had been a straight A student at one of Jamaica’s most prestigious prep schools and had graduated
with a scholarship to an exclusive private high school. I was
proud of my achievements, but had never forgotten the
struggle it had often required to stay at the top of my class.
Nor could I forget the weekends he’d left me at his friends’
house or had given Aunt Mercie grocery bags filled with
putrid roast pork and ground provisions the market vendors had rejected.
Beneath my outrage, there was also a quickening. All my
life the father I knew had been nonchalant and distant. He
was charismatic with others, but with his children always
more than a little detached. My four sisters and I could
never evoke in him feelings of worry, fear, joy or even
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concern. We had navigated our lives knowing that we were
perched on the edge of his consciousness; he had never
been more than a shadowy presence that glided in and out
of our lives. Now there was something that could cause him
a sleepless night or two. I looked into his cloudy eyes and
saw the worry and terror my mother and my sisters’ mothers had probably felt late at night as we suckled, care free, at
their breasts. I held on to it and squeezed.
“What do you expect me to do? Be a surrogate mother
or their guardian angel? You want I should save you from
yourself?”
He rifled through his shirt pockets for another blunt.
Finding none, he poured a shot of rum and downed it in
one swig.
“I want you to help get dem in school, maybe send dem
some school money and ting. Yuh know, dem gon’ need
likkle dis and dat, knicks an’ knacks. Encouragement.
“That chickens coming home to roost thing is a real bite
in the ass, isn’t it?” I asked dryly. “Very few people helped
Mommy when I was young, you and your people least of
all.” I didn’t bother trying to keep the bitterness from my
voice.
“Cho Indigo!” He was exasperated, but persistent. “You
don’t ’ave to go on suh. They jus’ kids. They think yuh live
in foreign while dey live in a poor country an’ yuh don’t
care ’bout dem cause you ’ave more money dan dem Daddy. I want dem to know they ’ave a family base, dat they
’ave a sista dat love dem. I want dem to be smart suh dat
when I kick de bucket, they ’ave something they can still
hold on to.” He stretched his hands out, palms upwards.
“Help me likkle nuh.”
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It was the inimitable Cooper Wade manipulation machine at its most efficient. Here I had been thinking that
dementia was finally setting in.
“If I wanted kids I would have some. You have a daughter who lives in poverty in St. Mary, in a one-room shack
with seven kids and four baby fathers. When did you ever
help any of us understand the value of family, with this
blah, blah blah crap? Why didn’t you ever call me about
helping her?”
“Lawd, yuh memory sharp, eh! I know I wasn’t there,
but yuh don’t see I tryin’ not to mek the same mistakes wid
these that I mek with all of you older kids? When dem get
older I don’t want dem to get giddy ’cause a man tell dem
’im love dem. I want dem to know dem Daddy love dem
whole heap suh a man ’ave to come strong an’ talk ’bout
more than jus’ some love business.”
“Oh yeah? Where were you when the rest of us needed
to learn that lesson? Where were you when your daughter
was pushing out a truck load of kids?”
“Ah c’mon. Yuh can’t blame me fuh dat. Sadie is her
own big woman. I ain’t got nuttin’ to do wid dat. You actin’ like I mek her get a man and get pregnant.”
My chair fell to the floor in my haste to leave. The glass
of sorrel I’d so looked forward to, clanked against the table.
The blood red of it spread across his papers then dribbled
thickly to the caked floor. I wanted to scratch his eyes out
and save him the agony of laser surgery.
Tears burned the backs of my eyes and I blinked against
the first of them.
“What runs through your veins can’t be the same that
runs through mine.” I swallowed then started again. “Do
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you remember a few years ago, I wrote you a letter? I did it
when I realized how angry I got every time I thought about
you. The few times you’d call Momma and I answered I’d
hand up or change my voice and say, ‘Wrong number.’
“I poured out my heart in that letter, hoping that this
one time you would surprise me – just this one time. It was
the first time I had sat down and thought about how bad
things were between us and how much I hated you and
didn’t know you, but still could . . . maybe. But you know
what you did?”
“You sent my letter back, with a note. A frickin’ note.
Do you even remember any of this?”
His face was a solemn “O” of shock and disbelief and I
had my answer.
“The note informed me of how trite and childish my
emotions were.” My voice took on the inflection that years
of private school elocution had drummed into me.
“You perceived me as overly dramatic and self-serving,
prone to madness even.”
“I didn’t mean . . .”
Suddenly my eyes were clear. I checked my reflection in
my compact and reapplied my lipstick and a touch of mascara. My mother would have been proud. I put a hand up
in the same smooth, imperious move I had seen her execute
countless times.
“If I remember correctly, you thought it was a great
premise for a Master’s thesis and urged me to get my head
checked because maybe somebody put roots on me and it
was making me completely deranged. You signed off by
letting me know that you hadn’t bothered to read the
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whole thing because it would take up too much time and
was ultimately pointless.”
Capo smiled tolerantly and blinked away his exasperation. A new strategy was necessary.
“Indigo, dat gone past long time,” he said patiently.
“These kids is in the here and now. I can’t spend all dis
time wid these old-time tings. What don’t kill yuh make
you stronger. Now yuh is strong like a bull!”
“A monument to narcissism.” I hissed. “That’s the father
I know.” I was inches away from his face, breathing
through the remnants of his after-shave and stale marijuana.
“It’s good to see your mother has taught you well.”
“Save it. The answer to every question you will ever ask
me is no. No to you, your kids, your life, anything you can
ever think of. No.”
“I figured Lena had it covered,” he shrugged. “Who
would know it would matter so much?”
“It doesn’t, “I snapped. God knows it was a mistake to
bother coming here.”
“Now you wait a minute, girlie . . .”
I turned away from the pain in his face and my sudden
urge to comfort him. Tears were useless and so I held on to
the thud of anger and followed the beating hooves of it all
the way out through the rickety old gate.
I didn’t look back.
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